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Zionist Rhetoric and Women's
Equality (1897-1933):
Myth and Reality'

, 'The

Claudia T. Prestel

Zionist Movement is the first political movement that
guaranteed from the beginning full and absolute equality to
women." With these words Theodor Herzl, the founder of
political Zionism, described the status of women in the Zionist Movement.!
In the years to come this statement was repeated with a tiring regularity to
emphasize the progressiveness of the Zionist Movement.? For historians,
however, the question to be asked is whether "equality" was interpreted as
"sameness" or as "difference"? The distinction between "sameness"
(Gleichartigkeit) and "equivalence" or "difference" (Gleichwertigkeit)
played an important role in the discourse of all ideologies, including
Zionism. Declarations concerning the equality of women, however, did not
prevent Zionist politicians and ideologists from regarding women as the
"other" who were not and should not be "similar" to men. Therefore the
only alternative was to declare women as different but equal. 3
By stating women's emancipation as a fact, the Zionists created a
myth with severe consequences. Equality or emancipation was not "given"
to women as a legitimate right but was understood-not only by men but
also by leading Zionist women such as Miriam Schach-as a favor, a "royal
present."4 Therefore it was regarded as women's task to prove that they
deserved equality. In this discourse of equality, three points are important:
1. Because of the declaration of women's equality and emancipation,
it was thought unnecessary to "liberate" women or to ask for a critical
definition of the word "equality." All efforts to liberate women or to change
• In a shorter version, this essay was first presented as the 1994 Levinson Memorial
Lecture for the Jewish Studies Program at San Jose State University. I would like to thank
the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung for financial support as well as Professor Moshe
Zimmermann and Professor Michael Toch from the Hebrew University, Jerusalem,
Department of History.
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their place in society were regarded as anachronistic, since the Zionists
thought of women as already free and equal. As a result, changes in the
family structure, sexual ethics, the gender division of labor, and other issues
were ignored.
2. Since the Zionists declared their movement as the only movement
that treated men and women equally, it was seen as the only possible forum
for Jewish women seeking equality.> On the other hand, if women did not
join the Zionist movement, it would be taken as evidence that they were not
really interested in their own emancipation.
3. The myth of women's equality was used in a time of crisis by
Zionist leaders to hold women responsible and to blame them for the failure
of the Zionist Movement, since rights were given to women on the
condition that they would fulfill their duties-and if they did not, they were
seen as primarily responsible for the decline of Zionism.v
How did Zionist women react to this image created by men? How
did they interpret equality and define their place in society? Were not the
Viennese bourgeois fin-de-siecle woman,7 and the American Henrietta
Szold.f founder of Hadassah (Women's Zionist Organization of America),
as different from each other and from the pioneer women in Palestine of the
Second and Third Aliya such as Manya Shochat (nee Wilbashevitz) or
Rachel Yanait Ben-Zvi? In fact, regardless of their different lifestyles,
ideologies and ideas, the Zionist women shared at least some of the
traditional ideas about woman's sphere in society, if not in theory then in
their private lives. The majority of women agreed that Zionism provided
them with full equality and never hindered their involvement. 9 Zionist
women drew two conclusions. First, they regarded it as their task to "foster
the Zionist enterprise with all their possible energy."lO Second, Zionist
women regarded it as unnecessary to fight men-only Arab and orthodox
women, they argued, needed to fight for their emancipation. Gerda
Arlossoroff-Goldberg expressed the hope that their struggle for
emancipation would lead to a solidarity between the Zionist and Arab
women which could become of vital importance for the relations between
the two people.U It was unlikely that Arab women in their fight for
emancipation would rely on help from Zionist women but, even so, what is
of relevance in this context is the role which women claimed for
themselves, in the process of reaching an understanding between the two
nations. Therefore the struggle for women's rights could be explained as a
struggle with important consequences for the Zionist enterprise as a whole,
rather than a separatist fight which would only meet the demands and needs
of women. Zionist women used this tactic-placing their emancipation in a
broader context which should include all women-to strengthen their
position. This was necessary because the majority of Zionist men regarded
the women's movement as a "sectional movement." Stephen S. Wise, the
5

American Zionist rabbi, was an exception when he declared it as a "human
movement international in scope."12
In the discourse about equality, the problem of female enthusiasm
for the Zionist idea was a central issue.P The leading Zionist women
needed to justify the supposed passivity of the female members and to
explain why Zionism did not attract more women. Since the leading Zionist
women were convinced that they were already equal, or at least paid lipservice to this statement, they-unlike non-Jewish feminists at the timecould not argue that rights for women or feminizing society would lead to a
better world or would benefit the Zionist movement. Their criticism of male
society began at another point. They came to the conclusion that equality
alone seemed to be insufficient to get women interested in Zionism. The
passivity of women was accepted by most women as fact,14 but the reason
for it was seen as men's fault. For example, in a humorous speech which
softened her sharp criticism delivered in 1911 at the Zionist Congress,
Miriam Schach mainly criticized men for not searching for the "way to
women's hearts," and asked the question. "What did you Zionist men, who
should have been our leaders, do to inspire us?" Miriam Schach seems
therefore to have accepted male leadership as part of the nineteenth-century
polarization of sexual stereotypes.l> Furthermore she established a link
between assimilation and supposedly gender-specific qualities such as
female passivity: before the period of assimilation, she argued, women were
deeply rooted in Judaism. Women had understood the principles of Judaism
intuitively whereas men were dependent on intellect. However, the process
of acculturation had changed femininity-women had become more like
men. As soon as the "doors were opened to foreign knowledge," women
also needed a "national culture" for the shaping of their Jewish identity.
And this is the critical point in Miriam Schach's argument: she regarded it
as men's task to "show women the return path to Judaism" away from the
"alien knowledge." Failing to take any steps, men had committed a crime.
This negligence and failure in the Zionist movement was Miriam Schach' s
explanation for the lack of women's involvement. She established a simple
link between success and female enthusiasm, again arguing on grounds of
female characteristics. "Women like victories and winners"-she arguedand the creation of a national home would have guaranteed women's
enthusiasm. Since there were no winners, the only avenue to gain women's
support would have been to appeal to their emotions. Arguments which
appealed only to the intellect were not effective enough.Is Here again,
women were perceived as emotional creatures admiring the strong and
courageous male but showing no sympathy for losers.
Miriam Schach accepted the notion of women's passivity but blamed
men for it. Others argued that women did not deserve equal rights. Sidonie
Kahn, a leading woman Zionist from Vienna since the beginning of the
movement, for example, argued that women were not interested in the fate
6

and suffering of the Jewish people.!? In 1925, another leading Viennese
Zionist woman, Anita Muller-Cohen, used less harsh words but
nevertheless argued that women had not contributed enough to the Zionist
enterprise. She attributed this passivity to women's fear of appearing
publicly. She hoped for changes under the influence of women from Eretz
Israel who were more active. For Anita MUller-Cohen, the female activity
in Palestine was not due to the emancipation of women there, but because
Eretz Israel was "one home, one family." Therefore it was not that the
women widened their sphere of action, but the public domain was declared
as the sphere of the home and the "arrangement of one's own home" was
seen as the "favorite task of the Jewish woman." By contrast, in the galut,
or Diaspora, for a woman to be active in a political party meant exposing
herself to public criticism; this was seen as contradictory to her nature. is
In the discourse of women's lack of involvement, a link was also
established between Zionism and Judaism. For women who were active
from the very first day, like the New Yorker Emma Gottheil and the
Rumanian Rozia Ellmann, a disinterest in Zionism was equivalent to a
disinterest in Judaism since "Zionism is Judaism."19 Since women were
generally perceived as fostering assimilation.t? they now had the unique
opportunity to clear their reputation by joining the Zionist movement.
Miriam Schach, Rozia Ellmann and other women declared it a matter of
honor: it was not "custom in Israel that women deserted their husbands and
brothers and let them fight alone."2i All these declarations, whether from
Zionist men or Zionist women, served as pressure to recruit members at a
time when the Zionist movement was not very popular, at least not in the
West.
I would like to examine this central question of equality, along the
four following criteria: first, family structure, especially the family life of
some Zionist leaders; second, Zionist women's organizations and the idea
of equality; third, women's work and the gendered division of labor; and
fourth, the role of masculinity in the Zionist ideology. It should not be
forgotten that Zionist ideology aimed at transforming the Jewish human
being. This transformation and the creation of a "new society" were
regarded as important conditions even prior to the foundation of a state or
national home. Gender played a decisive role in the discourse.
1. Zionism and Family Structure
The complexity of Zionist ideology justifies the question whether
changes in the relationship between the sexes and in role distribution were
achieved. Was there a significant difference between Zionist and nonZionist family life? The role distribution in the family of the socialist
Zionist Nachman Syrkin is evidence that there existed an enormous
discrepancy between his ideology and his treatment of his wife and
7

daughter in reality. Marie Syrkin, his daughter, remembers that while he
had fed her "the complete idealistic pabulum of his generation: the freedom
of women, the equality of the sexes," in reality, "A nice young man who
invited me to a concert was informed that I might go provided a chaperon
accompanied us to Carnegie Hall. . .. Another nice young man who
wanted to call had to be informed by me that my father, forgetting about the
equality of sexes, had decided that distinctions existed and that he
considered me too young for callers; the young man could write letters."22
Nachman Syrkin, who publicly propagated the idea of equality of the sexes,
did not allow his wife to increase the tiny family budget through working.
Bassya Syrkin's first attempt-the making of hats and selling them-could
be interpreted as private enterprise and therefore against socialist principles.
This was not the case when Bassya Syrkin worked in a factory. But Syrkin
regarded this way of earning a living as unseemly for his wife-it meant
social decline. In reality he disapproved of his wife's absence when he
came home from the public libraries in New York where he spent hours
day-dreaming about the future of the Jewish people. Nachman Syrkin never
finished his medical studies because of his Zionist activities. His wife,
however, tried to continue her studies even after the birth of their daughter
but was not able to manage child, studies, husband and the frequent moving
from place to place that resulted from Syrkin's Zionist activities.P Bassya
Syrkin alone was responsible for the daughter's education, even though, if
we believe Marie Syrkin herself, she was literally conceived along her
father's dogmatic lines: "My father was serious about love; marriage was a
consecration not a sexual convenience and only by an immediate readiness
for its true fulfillment could love be honored."24 Needless to say, he did
not have to bear the consequences of this "true fulfillment." What is even
more striking is the fact that Bassya Syrkin considered herself a "feminist";
that is to say, she thought "that women should not be 'shackled' by men or
society-in short, they should be 'free. '''25 In reality, she accepted the
traditional role of women and justified it shortly before her death at the age
of thirty-five, saying that she preferred a short life with Syrkin to a long life
with an ordinary man.26 Nachman Syrkin's second marriage-with his late
wife's sister-followed completely the bourgeois model: he was fifty-two
and she was eighteen years younger, the incarnation of all female virtues:
"sweet, modest, good."27
Other Zionist leaders such as Chaim Weizmann and David BenGurion married women who were either indifferent to Zionist ideas or even
opposed to them before marriage. Weizmann broke off his engagement to
an active Zionist, Sophia Getzova, and married Vera Khatzman, a nonZionist-a step which was heavily criticized by his fellow Zionists.I'' Paula
Munweis, Ben-Gurion's fiance, became "a typical New Yorker" who
admired the anarchist Emma Goldman and had "not the slightest interest in
the Holy Land."29 The fact that Ben-Gurion left his pregnant wife shortly
8

after their marriage in order to join the Jewish Legion certainly did not tum
her into an ardent Zionist. Ben-Gurion justified his action romantically as a
call to a higher task. For the woman, sacrifice was the price she voluntarily
paid for her love. Furthermore, Ben-Gurion argued that he had not joined
the Jewish Legion in search of adventure but presented his action as a gift
to the woman, an act which should "sanctify love and bring joy." If the
woman succeeded in living up to these high standards of sacrifice and
suffering, she proved deserving of "unlimited happiness.t'J? For the leading
Zionists, it was not necessary for their wives to be ardent Zionists as well. It
was enough if the wife was willing to play the traditional role of a woman
following her husband to a remote place, "a primitive country which had no
electricity or cars, and in which their house would be lit only by oil lamps,
and where it was almost impossible to obtain domestic help."3l But away
from her usual surroundings, her family and friends, he became the center
of her life. This was the ideal wife for a Zionist leader who had made it
clear from the beginning that the love for his people had priority over any
other feeling.V Any other emotion, even the love for his children, was of
less importance and subordinate to the fate of the Jewish people. On the
same topic, Marie Syrkin received a clear answer which leaves us
wondering about its impact on the child's psychological well-being. When
she asked him, "If you had to choose between me and the Jewish people
which would you choose?" her father "would answer, kissing me, the
Jewish people."33
For Zionist leaders, it was the wives' devotion which created an
atmosphere in which it was possible for the men to serve Zionism. Chaim
Weizmann in his autobiography explicitly pointed out his wife's role:
"Throughout the vagaries of my rather complicated existence, it was my
wife who so organized things as to give me a stable and tolerably safe
background; if I have been able to carry on, to give my whole mind to my
work, without taking much thought for financial or other practical matters,
it has been entirely due to her forethought, her devotion and her savoir
faire. "34 Paula Ben-Gurion was respected because of her devotion for her
husband. At the same time, however, this devotion provided her with a
certain power: she decided who was allowed to see the leading man in the
country and when. An excessive control over her husband's time and diet
was the reward for her devotion and willingness to give up a life of her
own. Vera Khatzman finally became a Zionist under her husband's
guidance. Chaim Weizmann liked the role of a mentor which fostered the
traditional role division. Whereas in his relationship with Sophia Getzova,
he could not play this role-possibly explaining why he broke the
engagement-Vera Khatzman willingly accepted the traditional function of
wives. 35
In 1911, Miriam Schach sharply criticized this hypocrisy in Zionist
leaders. On one hand, they demanded women's involvement but, on the
9

other, they opposed their wives' participation. One could argue that in
regard to family structure, Zionists simply followed the traditional pattern
of the Jewish and non-Jewish environment. However, Jewish family life in
Eastern Europe did not follow the bourgeois Western model. Jewish women
in general were not restricted to the private sphere of the home and
household. It was not uncommon for Jewish women to participate in radical
political movements or to study abroad. 36 Furthermore,
the Zionists
demanded not only a state for the Jewish people but the creation of the new
Jewish person. Central European Zionists, for example, called for the
solution of the "sexual question," new sexual behavior and moral norms,
based mostly, however, on a return to traditional Jewish sexual ethics which
stigmatized pre-marital intercourse and extramarital affairs. Prostitution
should have no place in the new society'? Since the Zionists wanted to
revolutionize
human behavior, one could expect a challenge to the
traditional family structure as well. In reality however, Zionism was neither
an erotic revolution-as
David Biale has pointed out38 -nor did it lead to
questioning the role distribution within the family. Eva Figes seems to have
a point when she argues that "original minds can be anything but original
when it comes to accepting a status quo which suits them and which helps
to bolster their own high opinion ofthemselves as persons."39
But could the family structure of leading Zionists be interpreted in a
different way? Is it the "nature" of relationships in which one partner is
active in public life to have the other devote himself or herself to the
partner's well-being for the sake of the movement? In other words was it
possible for a woman to devote her life to the movement and at the same
time lead an intact family life? To answer this question, I would like to
review the cases of the two most striking examples of leading women in the
Zionist movement: Golda Meir and Manya Shochat. Golda Meir succeeded
in having a political carrier and became Israel's foreign minister and later
prime minister. Her marriage broke apart because of her refusal to accept
the traditional role of a wife and mother whose domain was restricted to the
female sphere of household and family.t? Golda Meir described her fight
against parents, a husband who would "never make peace with his wife's
imperious need for a wider sphere of action than the home,"41 and society
in a letter which shows her disappointment: "My social activities are not an
accidental thing; they are an absolute necessity for me. I am hurt when
Morris [her husband] and others say that this is all superficial, that I am
trying to be modem."42 For a woman to devote her life to Zionism and
nevertheless lead an intact family life was in most cases not possible. Most
of the male comrades in combat in Eastern Europe accepted a young girl's
involvement, including dangerous tasks-only
until her wedding day. From
that day on the husband and the home should either become her only
domain or at least have priorities over public activities.
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At the beginning of the twentieth century we find women, such as
Manya Shochat.f confronting the old structure and articulating a new one:
in Russia, shooting a spy, and in Eretz Israel, dressing like a Bedouin,
wearing men's clothes, and riding on horses to defend the settlements; but
in her private life orientating herself along traditional structures. Married to
an "inveterate womanizer"44 who was permanently unfaithful and furthermore did not hesitate to leave behind his year-and-a-half-old daughter, who
got lost in Turkey, because attending a congress in Stockholm seemed of
greater importance to him,45 Manya Shochat once even tried to commit
suicide.
In her public appearance Manya Shochat, who was not only a "new
woman" but a revolutionary one, combined two worlds: the traditional role,
such as baking cakes, serving tea at the Hashomer meetings, and working in
the kitchen in her kibbutz Kfar Giladi, and her modem ideas which found
expression in public activities.w It required a "superwoman" to fulfill such
different tasks and combine such various role models. She succeeded, but at
the expense of her own health and the well-being of her children, who grew
up "feeling less important than the state of Israel."47 Her son committed
suicide,48 and her daughter described in an interview an unhappy
childhood where her mother was never there.t? Manya Shochat left the
education to specialists-as
was common in the early days of the kvutzaand trusted them completely. When her mother came to Kfar Giladi to visit,
Anna told her that the "teachers were beating us violently," but Manya did
not believe her daughter and called her a liar. The incident led to the total
estrangement between mother and daughter. 50
There was little understanding among the Zionist leadership of
children's needs. Anna relates that, "once, during one of our festivals, BenGurion asked me something about my parents, and I told him that I was an
orphan. .. he got very angry and said that I should not dare speak like that
again, that thanks to my parents the settlement exists.">! Anna Shochat's
feeling of "abandonment and deep sense of loss" was not understood by a
generation whose priorities were ideology and not family. They expected
their children to be proud of their parents instead of complaining about their
absence. For the Zionists, charity did not begin at home and ideology took
precedence over human needs. Children of Zionist female leaders had no
place in Zionist ideology. If women wanted to play a public role, the
children paid the price for binyan ha 'aretz.
Manya Shochat was not the only "revolutionary" woman for whom
the discrepancy between private and public behavior was revealing. Emma
Goldman and Rosa Luxemburg wrote love-letters expressing their desire for
traditional structures in relationships.V
but unlike Manya Shochat they
were capable of freeing themselves from unhealthy relationships and did
not follow a life-long pattern of suffering. Even for these women, it seems
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to have been easier to playa role in public life than to free themselves from
the traditional way of thinking when it came to relationships.
2. Zionist Women's Organizations and the Idea of Equality
The Second Zionist Congress in 1898 provided women with the
vote, 53 and Rosalie Imas, Eva Leon, Rozia Ellmann, Clara Schapira, Emma
Gottheil, Sidonie Kahn, and "Miss Ph.D.-Candidate"
Steinberg were
elected into various committees, but for one year only. 54 Only Miriam
Schach served on committees from 1905 until the outbreak of World War
One. As a single academic, she was the exception to the rule. One of the
reasons why women disappeared from the committees quicker than they
had been elected to them was the foundation, meanwhile, of women's
organizations, though this alone cannot explain why women failed to reach
leading positions within the Zionist Organization. Female members of the
socialist workers' organization, Hapoel Hatzair, justified the separation
between male and female spheres: for them the responsibility of the male
party members lay in completing important political tasks whereas internal
affairs should be a women's issue. Women's task was to educate the
children in the "new Jewish spirit."55 Here, again, a separation between
visible and invisible work was created and women relegated to the invisible
domain.
Since Zionist women, unlike their non-Zionists sisters, did have the
vote, the subsequent founding of their own women's organizations can be
seen as evidence that equality did not exist. The German Zionist Sonja
Gronemann pointed out in 1919 that if equality really existed, it would be
unnecessary to have women's organizations. 56 The foundation of women's
organizations had a significant impact on the role and image of women.
Women's organizations confirmed, in a way, the traditional gender division
of labor and role distribution. Furthermore, this development had an antiemancipatory effect. Not only did it hinder women's participation in the
general Zionist Organization-as
we have seen, for example, women
disappeared from the committees elected by the Zionist Congresses-but
women's
organizations
also had an inferior status within Zionist
organizations. Although the stated goal of these organizatins was malefemale cooperation, in reality this was never the case. The existence of
particular
women's
organizations
was justified
by gender-specific
stereotypes of women>? as well as by the women's special function in
society. 58 It was argued that women needed their own organization because
of the difference in nature between men and women. An extreme
justification
of the polarization
of gender characteristics
and role
distribution was written in the early 1920s by the German Zionist Helene
Hanna Cohn, who had lived as ajoumalist in New York before immigrating
to Eretz Israel. Even if her theory was anything but original and seemed
rather anachronistic against its non-Jewish surroundings, the majority of
12

males as well as females, bourgeoisie as well as socialist Zionists, willingly
agreed with Cohn's assumption that men were rational, women irrational
creatures. However, female characteristics had their advantages because
men regarded the "clairvoyant instinct of the woman" as divine and as
necessary for salvation and liberation from the "inadequacy" of his
world. 59 Women therefore had an important function in saving the Jewish
people but were able to do so only with the help of their femininity.
Women who were not emotional but rational were useless since it was only
the (perceived) female characteristics that were regarded as essential for
redemption. The "power of emotions" was regarded as stronger than
"rational explanations'v" in the process of turning Zionism into a massmovement.
Zionist women agreed with the assumption of natural differences
between men and women and justified the need for their own organizations
but expected in the early years of Zionism something other than did men.
They originally had in mind that, through their own organizations, women
would become independent of men and that women's organizations would
create a feeling of solidarity among women.vl It was generally believed
that only in a women's circle were women able to express themselves freely
and only there did the leadership of the circle concentrate on "their"
problems such as children's education, creation of a home, social questions,
and women's work in Palestine.s- In response to this view, Zionist women
found it necessary to stress that women's work was part and parcel of "our"
colonization and only incidentally undertaken by and for women.O They
stressed the importance of women's work within the Zionist enterprise and
declared that "the Zionist goal was the motif for women's work."64 Gerda
Arlosoroff-Goldberg tried a different approach by redefining women's
place in society. She declared that domestic issues were part of the public
agenda. These declarations were nece;ssary precisely because the leading
male Zionists belittled women's work, declared it as irrelevant for the
fulfillment of Zionist aspirations, and therefore did not support women's
efforts in building the land.65 Concerning the identity of Zionist women,
the conclusion can be drawn that Zionist women did identify themselves
with feminist goals in the first place but that their Zionism was more
important to them than feminism. They tried-as best they could-to
combine both, but were forced to be active only within a somewhat
expanded female sphere.
The first Zionist women's organizations can be defined as
organizations which expanded women's spheres but never questioned the
traditional gender division of roles. In the galut, women's organizations
were restricted in their activities and sometimes even dependent fmancially
on male organizations. The Rumanian women's organization, for example,
could keep only half of the funds they had raised, and when the Histadrut
Olamit Shel Nashim Zioniot (World Union of Zionist Women) founded a
13

"women's jewelry fund," 57% had to be grven to the Keren Hayesod
(Palestine Foundation Fund).66
Miriam
Schach's
program for women, beginning
in 1911,
strengthened the differences between male and female domains. Even
before that, however, women could gain power and influence primarily
within the female sphere, as long as it served the purpose of the Zionist
movement. Some of the tasks allotted to women were anachronistic
demands asking women to contribute to their own subordination such as the
request for a renewal of the "patriarchal family life. "67 Other tasks were a
continuation of traditional women's activities, now in the service of an
ideology, such as the education of the children-especially
sons-in
the
Zionist spirit.68 Since women were allotted a fairly difficult task-the
"Hebraization of the home"69 was not an easily achievable goal-women
again became the scapegoat if ideological demands were not met. Like the
proponents of other religious currents, such as the Liberals, Zionists
expected from women the fulfillment of typical female functions in the
home. The external framework was the same; each woman was asked to
have a "truly Jewish home" where the interior decoration was regarded as
an essential criterion for the creation of a Zionist identity and for gaining
new support for the Zionist ideology. Zionists faced the same problem as
other currents: defining Jewish identity in a modern world. Like many of
their co-religionists, they were unable to leave religion completely behind
them and create a non-religious, secular culture; instead, they drew upon
religious values, at least in the early years of Zionism. Miriam Schach, for
example, regarded it as women's duty to celebrate Shabbat, the "source of
Jewish poetry and symbol of Jewish love." For Miriam Schach, these
women's duties were central to the success of the movement. "Either the
woman succeeds in creating a Jewish home-your
home too, gentlemenor it will become completely un-Jewish. Either the woman succeeds in
creating a Jewish identity for her children, or they will become nonJews."??
Even if women were regarded as emotional creatures only following
their intuition, women nonetheless needed training and education such as
learning the Hebrew "mother-tongue."71
To teach Hebrew, and to train
women to propagate the Zionist ideas, was the task of women's
organizations. However, even if women's main sphere was the home,
women also had to fulfill tasks outside the home such as fundraising.F
Unlike men such as Theodor Herzl, who tried his luck with philanthropists,
women were supposed to "create a national fortune"73 collecting aluminum
foil, cigar tips, cigar bands, stamps and other discards. The Jewish National
Women's Organization in Berlin, for example, established a collecting
center for these things, since such "worthless objects" could be an
"important source of income."74 Regardless of the amount collected, what
seemed more important was the fact that setting these goals provided
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women with an identity and made them feel part of the Zionist enterprise.
The mother's efforts had an impact on the children and therefore helped to
foster their Zionist identity. Rabel Straus, for example, was very impressed
by the contribution of her mother, who would bend down to pick up every
piece of aluminum foil. 75
In traditional Jewish society, tzedaka (welfare) was an important
mitzva (religious duty) for women. In modem Jewish society-whether
Zionist or non-Zionist-women
followed that principle as well. For Zionist
women's organizations, social work, mainly for women and children, was
an important task. Social work in Zionist ideology should be a combination
of traditional tzedaka-justice instead of welfare-on
one hand and modem
principles on the other. The ultimate goal of Zionist social work was to
enable Jews to become a "free people on its own soil."76
Zionist social work also included a cultural mission for and in Eretz
Israel. Workshops were set up where women and girls of mostly Sephardi
origin were trained in lace-making and embroidery in order to earn a living.
Furthermore, the "cultural mission" implied that these "Oriental" women
were being taught to adapt to European culture in matters of taste and
values.?? Even if Zionists tried to distance themselves from the efforts of
non-Zionist organizations like the Alliance Israelite Universelle, in the end
they both had the same goal-the
education of their Sephardi brothers and
sisters-and
both shared the same ideas about the superiority of European
Ashkenazi culture over the Sephardi culture.P' However, the content was
different. The Zionists aimed at educating the Sephardi women to become,
in Miriam Schach's words, "simple Jewish mothers and sisters.T?
and
attacked the methods of the Alliance Israelite Universelle and of the
Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden (Relief Organization of German Jews). It
was argued that these organizations "only" brought culture into the land.
According to the Zionists this was the wrong way since it disregarded the
economic situation of the land and ignored the class to which each woman
belonged. In those schools, the Zionists correctly argued, the female
students would neither learn how to earn a living nor how to run a
household efficiently,80 whereas Zionist social work aimed at helping
women to help themselves. The reality, however, might have been different
from the Zionist rhetoric. Even if some women learned a profession.s! they
could only earn a living as long as the market in Europe was available. This
system reminds one of the colonial method of relatively cheap production
of luxury goods for export. Dependence on the European market led to the
ruin of this production system with the outbreak of World War One, and
these colonial workshops ceased to exist. Furthermore, the question remains
how successful the "westernization"
of these women was in regard to
family structure. The traditional Sephardi family structure often proved to
be stronger than the short-lived influence of western ideas about women's
place in society. 82
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Training women in traditional, so-called non-productive
female
professions was not the only effort undertaken by women for women. Other
Zionist women's organizations regarded it as part of social work to train
women in Eretz Israel or in the galut in their "natural" professions.s- such
as nursing.s- but expanded the female domain as well. Agricultural training
became to a certain extent acceptable. The first efforts of the Kulturverband85 to train women in agriculture was continued by WIZO (Women's
International Zionist Organization, founded in 1920). WIZO had declared
as one of its major tasks "the regeneration of the Jewish people through
returning its women to agriculture."86 This claim was not sheer rhetoric
since WIZO had established in 1926 the Girls' Farm School at Nahalal and
later joined the Working Women's Council in bearing the responsibility for
the maintenance and expansion of other women's training farms.s?
What was the importance of social work within the Zionist
movement?
Michael Berkowitz has argued that "Central and West
European Zionist women helped instill and disseminate the notion that
modem social welfare was integral to the formative Jewish state and the
movement's developing sense of nationalism. "88 However, it could also be
argued that social work was an attempt by women to strengthen their
position within the movement in the female domain to which they were
restricted in order to keep them from "important" political functions. The
fact that Theodor Zlocisti pointed out the importance of the achievements
of WIZO seems to be a sign that the majority regarded the activities of
WIZO as sheer philanthropy. 89 Even if, through social work, women
played an important role in the process of creating a nation, male society
refused to give credit to the importance of women's role and women's
involvement. Social work helped in creating an identity for these European
middle-class
women who never thought of emigrating to Eretz Israel.
Through practical work in Palestine, such as founding and supporting
agricultural training farms for women, schools of domestic sciences, and
workers' kitchens, they could have their own share in building the land. 90
For the pioneer women in Eretz Israel this support was of vital importance.
It enabled them to work on the soil-the Zionist dream-and
to remain in
Palestine which would have been impossible for them otherwise (at least in
the pre-W.W.! period).
The leading male Zionists did not hinder this involvement since it
remained within the female domain and was in the interest of the male elite.
However, in the first years of the movement, women's activities were not
taken seriously.P!
Kurt Blumenfeld, one of the leading Zionists in
Germany, confessed in 1928, that "until recently" he was rather "skeptical
regarding women's work." Only when he realized that many women felt
responsibility towards the whole Zionist enterprise-not
only towards the
"special women's problems"-did
he change his opinion.P? At least he was
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honest and flexible enough to adapt himself to the changing reality, unlike
many others of his gender.
Though in the end women's involvement was accepted, women
could not count on support. The Tenth Zionist Congress, for example,
passed a resolution-initiated
by women-which
demanded support for the
Kulturverband's
activities.v' In reality, however, nothing happened. The
Kulturverband proceeded independently and its efforts to train women in
agriculture were ridiculed. When Hannah Meisel began to look for support
for establishing a girls' training farm, she negotiated with Arthur Ruppin
and Osiah Thon from the Palestine Office (the Zionist executive at the
time). The men were hesitant: "every tomato they [the women] might grow,
the cynics calculated, would cost a mejidiya (a Turkish coin equivalent to
two and a quarter francs)."94 Even after the women's agricultural training
farm in Kinneret proved to be successful,95 the Zionist Organization and
the Palestine Office refused support in a time of serious crisis during World
War One, and in 1920 the Palestine Office even ordered the farm to be shut
down because of the "climate," regardless of the fact that the young women
had invested years of work and had prepared the soil for cultivation.w The
girls' group at Kinneret, the last of such groups, broke up and "one of the
most encouraging episodes in the history of working women in Israel"?"
had come to an end. Perhaps because the "girls' farm provided satisfying
and productive work for young women, bolstered the morale of women
workers, and encouraged them to settle on the land,"98 it met with
disapproval from the male dominated office where no productive work was
done. The hypocrisy becomes even more apparent when, at the same time,
men blamed women for the colonies' lack of success, since it was argued.
that the abilities of the farmer's wife was crucial for the success. Since
Jewish women were incapable of growing vegetables and unsuccessful in
dairy-farming,
they could not support their husbands who worked as
farmers or workers. 99 Women were confronted with these stereotypes but
nevertheless succeeded in going their own way. The success of the Mishkei
Hapoalot (Women Workers' Farms) did not change male prejudices. Men
continued to argue that women possessed a weak body constitution and
lacked initiative.U'"
3. Gender Divisions and Women's Employment in Eretz Israel
Although Zionist women's organizations trained women for working
in agriculture, the purpose was to train them less to become independent
farmers than to support their husbands. It was therefore a step which had
advantages for men and the new society. Furthermore, the training farms
not only trained women in agriculture but, as the years went by, more and
more in housekeeping and kitchen work. Even Hannah Meisel, the founder
of the first female training farm in Kinneret, a pioneer from the early days,
declared "household work" as the main task for women.tv!
Training
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women to engage in housekeeping and kitchen work certainly did not foster
equality but enforced the gender division of labor. The female pioneers
from Eastern Europe therefore opposed the restriction to women's sphere.
They translated equality as sameness, fought the gender division of labor,
especially kitchen work, 102 and tried to enter male professions in agriculture and construction. Some of these women had immigrated to Eretz Israel
not only because of their attachment to Zionist ideas but also in search of
freedom from the traditional fate of women. 103 After their first efforts to
find employment in so-called male professions had failed, these women
organized themselves in kvutzot (groups) and rejected male help. For these
pioneer women it was clear that physical work on the soil-even
if carried
out only briefly-was
a rite of passage for the leadership in this new
society. The role which military service had played in the old society (and
would play again after the foundation of the state) had been replaced in the
early years of the Yishuv (Jewish settlement in Palestine) by physical work
on the soil. But work on the soil was a condition and privilege of leadership
for men only; in the case of women, work on the soil did not lead to
equality or a leading position in the land. On the contrary, women's efforts
to widen their sphere and enter male domains were interpreted by the
leading men and women Zionists in Europe and Palestine as selfishness and
unwillingness to be useful in the process of building the country.104 Otto
Warburg, for example, regarded it as "nonsense, if some girls nowadays are
breaking stones on the road."I05 Women were blamed for not possessing
the true pioneering spirit: those engaging in productive work were accused
of unproductivity; their work was regarded as an obstacle in building the
land since they sacrificed unnecessarily their youth and their energies.lw
Whereas Otto Warburg showed some sympathy for women's efforts to
enter male professions since it was based on "heroic and romantic"
motifs.l?? Helene Hanna Cohn thought little of women's struggle because
it was prompted, she argued, by ideological reasons or even by
ambition.l'f
The same qualities in men, of course, were interpreted
positively. Another argument was based on necessity: it was unnecessary
for women to enter male professions because their own sphere provided
women with enough opportunities. Women were not supposed to find
satisfaction in their work but in the thought of the "invisible" but
nevertheless "precious" results such as preventing diseases by cleaning and
cooking for the new immigrants.lv? Some of the leading capitalists in the
galut even interpreted women's refusal to engage themselves within the
female domain as a desire to ruin the economy.U? The struggle for work
was also an expression of the conflicts between eastern and western Jews,
since western Zionists, like Schocken, criticized especially the "girls from
the East" who had "misinterpreted their task in building the land."lll
Not only bourgeois Zionists tried to keep women in their place. The
socialists accepted gender division of labor as well, pointing out that their
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Zionism was more important to them than their socialism.U?
Hapoel
Hatzair argued that in a real pioneer society there was no place for
individual desires. The community discounted the fate of the individual for
the sake of the community. Women therefore were most efficient within the
female sphere. It was regarded as women's task to provide men with the
atmosphere that enabled the male pioneers to build the country and find
satisfaction in their work. 113 The well-being of the pioneers depended on
women's willingness to accept the allotted role-division of labor. The most
radical of socialist groups, Hashomer Hatzair, did not share the rhetoric of
women's proper place in society, but division of labor existed there, too.
Hashomer Hatzair argued that work was distributed not along gender lines
but based on the development of the individual. In reality, however, this
division oflabor was similar to a division by gender.U'[
Even women such as Hannah Meisel expressed their regret about the
haluzot's efforts since the results of their work were "miserable." At the
"right place" with the "right training" these girls with their "strong
willpower, their energy and their modesty" would have been able to
contribute more effectively to the Zionist enterprise. 1 15 Hannah Meisel did
not take into account that these women invested energy only in kibbush
avoda, in physical work on the soil, in agriculture, in building houses or
road construction, and not in traditional female activities. 116
The discourse regarding women's work and women's place in
society has to be understood also in the context of Zionist ideology. Zionist
ideology argued that unproductive work did not liberate the new Jewish
or-to use the changing contemporary terminology-Hebrew
human being.
This view left two alternatives: either to declare housework productiveand I could track down few hints of this-or what happened in realitywhoever did unproductive work could not claim to have an equal part in
building the country. The conflict between Zionist ideology and women's
place in society was solved-with
women being reduced once again to the
female sphere.

4. The role of masculinity in Zionist ideology
The Zionists, in rejecting their galut-existence, were forced to find a
new interpretation of Yiddishkeit or, better, Hebraischkeit. Since in hostile
surroundings the Jew was perceived as a weak, unproductive and feminine
element among the nations.U? in the new society the Jew, or the "Hebrew"
(ha'ivri) according to the new terminology, should become a strong,
productive and male element. This meant the exclusion of women from the
elite in this new society and their restriction to the female domain, even if
the female sphere was widened. "Men's dignity" and "men's discipline"
were the virtues to strive for.118 The use of this terminology was a clear
sign for the "real" position of women in Zionist ideology. Zionism was seen
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as a task to be solved with "male seriousness." A people of "independent
men should be educated on the holy soil of our forefathers." "We have to
elect such men . . . who are capable to carry out the decisions of the
Congress." "We need Jewish men."119 When Schocken delivered a speech
concerning the reconstruction of Zionist activities, he referred exclusively
to men when discussing the composition of committees to be elected. 120
The message is clear: men were the active, the spiritual and the
intellectual element, 121 whereas women, as in the non-Jewish bourgeois
society at the time, were seen as passive and emotional. Some socialist
Zionists even argued that women were incapable of fitting into a collective,
because of the strife they introduced. 122

5. The Importance ofthe Vote in the Discourse of Equality
What was left of equality in the end was having the vote. Although
gaining the vote provided women with political power and was a
revolutionary step at the time-when women had the vote only in New
Zealand and some parts of Australia-the fact of universal suffrage
influenced neither family structure nor changed the gender division of
labor.123 Male Zionists believed in the strict division between the spheres
of men and women, and so did Zionist women, who--except for a few
women pioneers from the Second Aliya-never seriously questioned the
division between the two. The idealization of masculine values in Zionism
was contradictory to equality and enforced gender stratification. Even if
Zionist women did not have to struggle to gain the vote, they still had to
fight against gender division of labor, a struggle which was more important
because, in the new society, engaging in productive work determined one's
social position.
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Ken Kesey at SJSU:
"Immediate Theater"

Mel Berry

K

en Kesey, author of One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest and other
works, and a cultural icon of the 1960s, visited the San Jose State
University campus on September 23, 1994. The following
interview took place in a cluttered conference room in the English
Department, a few hours before the curtain went up on Kesey's play,
Twister. The play, a satiric look at the 1990s, is also an apocalyptic warning
that we are on the verge of an ecological catastrophe; staged on campus, the
cast of Twister included Kesey himself, and some of the other original
Merry Pranksters.
Since he had recently taught a writing class at the University of
Oregon, Kesey requested that a similar class of writing students be in
attendance during the interview. Although questions during the interview
are somewhat sparse, the insights into the creative writing process by Ken
Kesey are not. He challenges some of the basic assumptions of creative
writing, while at the same time offering advice and encouragement to those
willing to try their hand at the craft of storytelling.

Kesey: You're going to find me crotchety.
Q: Well, let me start with question number one: What is your response,
overall, to Wolfe's treatment of yourself and the Pranksters in The Electric
Kool-Aid Acid Test? Was it an accurate portrayal or assessment of the
group and its intentions and aims?
Kesey: Let's jump over all this shit and get down to writing, okay? Aren't
you guys writers?
Q: Some of us are....
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Kesey: Let's forget all this stuff. I mean all that stuff is so old and I'm so

tired of it. If I thought I was coming down here to talk to a bunch of college
students [pounds the table] about Tom Wolfe thirty years ago-you
could've got John Dos Passos for that kind of stuff. Let's talk about writing
okay?
Q: All right [laughter]'
Kesey: Okay, I'm going to talk about writing. I taught a class at the
University of Oregon and it was a writing class; we turned out a novel and
it is called Caverns, and my idea for doing this was that writing workshops
are taught by unpublished writers who are teaching people to become
unpublished writers. And they're thick as hair-I'm not interested in
teaching people to become unpublished writers. There are things you can
learn to do if you really want to learn how to become an unpublished
writer, but if you want to be a writer, a published writer, and sink your teeth
into it and let it drag you to your doom, I can give you some hints. There
are certain things you can learn. The first thing I did for my class . . .
[fumbles in his pockets]. Does anyone have a couple of quarters? I usually
use half dollars. This is what I think is most important and I invented this.
[He does a trick with the quarters.] That to me is the essence of writing.
The essence of writing is to direct the attention and build an effect. Never
mind what your mother did to you in the bathroom when you were seven;
never mind the stuff that you're supposed to do that is psychologically or
politically correct. You're dealing with audience, a writer deals with
audience. The idea that writing a novel is supposed to be good for you, or
therapeutic for you, or cathartic for you-go see Jane Fonda if you want to
do that. If you want to write there are certain tricks that you will learn that
will be helpful in writing. When I taught this class-which by the way was
the hardest piece of work I've ever done, for the least amount of money. I
told them I want to teach you guys what I think the job of the writer is, and,
I think it changes over time. And I said also, "We're going to write a
novel." In three terms we're going to write, re-write, get an editor, a
publisher, and an agent, and publish this novel fpounds the table]. That's
why you write! Otherwise, don't bother putting a ribbon in the typewriter.
If you're not writing to publish then do it in the bathroom.
Audience Member: Excuse me. [She pushes forward a tape recorder.]
Kesey: Oh, I thought you were offering me, urn, some ... [laughs].
Audience Member: Some acid? [More laughter.]
Kesey: So, the first thing I had them do was hand in a character sketch
about themselves written in the third person. It is a good way to get to know
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whether they could write. Because the people already knew what kind of
class I would be teaching. It was a chancy business for them bringing me in,
because if what I was teaching worked then it meant that a lot of all this
other writers' workshop is bullshit-in which all you guys write stuff, I
look it over, and we talk about it and read it, and everyone chews it up. The
only way, I think, you're ever going to get anything that is useful amongst
yourselves is to work on the same project. That way, everybody is pulling
for it. Because I've taught enough seminars, all those writers' things where
people fly me in, to fmd out that if you write a thing about your nice days
in the broken fields with young girls, and he [points to an audience
member] shits on it for being too maudlin, and then he writes a thing about
his time in the ROTC course [points to another audience member]-then
pretty soon he's on his case [points back at the first audience member].
What you're dealing with then is vitriolic negativity that is hard to get over.
I was fortunate to be taught by a very good bunch of teachers in
college. Wallace Stegner, up here at Stanford,
was the head of the program, and he didn't really
teach as much as he attracted the right people.
Ken Babbs, who was on the bus, two or three
other people, who were bus-people, came from
this class. One year that we were there, there was
Bob Stone, Larry McMurtry, me, a guy named
Peter Beagle, a guy named Ernie Haynes, who
wrote The Life and Times of Miss Jane Pittman,
Wendell Berry-a really good class. We didn't
recognize it at the time, but as time went by we
have. And the greatest thing we learned there
was taught to us by Malcolm Cowley and he
taught us that it is just as hard to write a bad
novel as it is to write a good novel. It's just as
hard to write a bad poem as it is a good poem.
You put just as much of your heart and soul into
it. And remember that with each other; don't hurt each other. Because when
you write, and you write seriously, you expose a lot of yourself and you can
be hurt. It doesn't make a difference how famous or wealthy you get, the
pain is the same. The idea that just because you're a big muscled guy it
doesn't hurt when someone sticks their fmger in your eye-it hurts-it
always hurts. That's why I don't read reviews; when you read a bad review
it hurts. Just like someone saying to you, "Watch where you're changing
the baby there." That's your baby there and you don't want people coming
down on you about it.
So, at the outset of the class we decided that we wouldn't do that.
We would all work together on one project and that way were all in there
on it, and we're pulling together and trying to help each other out. So it
took a couple or three weeks for us to sort of scope each other's credentials
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and check what we knew about each other and to see whether we could
write. And after reading these guys little character sketches of themselves, I
said, "Hey, you guys can write." These were all graduate students, a lot of
them second-year graduate students. The youngest, I think, was twenty-two
and the oldest forty-two. There were twelve of them, so these are people
who are really well-read and a lot of them far better read than I was.
So I said, "Okay, now what are we going to write?" I didn't have any
ideas-we started from nothing-right from the naked, empty, white page,
the most frightening piece of territory in the world. To take yourself over
that white page, to try and work yourself across it with no tool but your
mind-that's hard work-because people have been walking across that
white page for a long, long time. Down in Beverly Hills they went out on
the street and asked people just at random, "How's your screenplay going?"
And eighty-seven percent of the people they asked were working on
screenplays. [Lots of laughter.] That means if you're writing a screenplay,
your chances are better at playing quarterback for the 4gers. If you're into
writing a screenplay-forget it! People don't want to do your screenplay,
they want to do their screenplay. The only way to get your screenplay done
is to slip up the side and write something that impresses them. You work
your way up the thing. You could write the best screenplay in the world and
people aren't going to look at it. A novel is your best chance for making any
money and for making any kind of a name. Collections of shorts stories are
really hard to get published and take a long, long time.... I mean, I've got
a short story coming out in Esquire-I
think I got four grand for it. The
most I ever got for a short story is like five of six grand, and that's only if
one can write three or four of those a year, it puts you down in the janitorwage level. So, your chances of making any money at that are slim. Your
best chance is to write a novel that catches the attention of people and have
a movie made out of it, and then, you kind of got the wind behind you.
So I told this class, now, there's one thing that you have been taught
which is the worst thing you've been taught, and that's "write what you
know," because what you know is dull, dull, dull. [Laughter.] If it was
interesting you wouldn't want to be writing it, you'd be living it. The thing
about being a writer that all these books forget is that it is the things that we
don't know is what interests us-we dig into it. So, I said, "Let's all figure
out something that none of us knows anything about and let's write about
that." And after a few weeks they really began to realize I had no idea about
what we were going to write, and they began to dig into it.
We decided, also, there were some other ground rules, like let's not
write a "university novel," let's leave that to the East Coast, there's been
enough university novels that if nobody ever wrote another one and started
publishing them there'd be enough to publish until the year 2500. There's
plenty of university novels around-think of something else. Let's think of
something that people aren't overrun with. So, we decided, let's go down a
hole, and we devised that as the first job of our class, to figure out a plot.
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I'm working with these kids and am learning as I'm going along, because
this is my first teaching job, and what I found out real quick is that it's hard
to come up with a plot without characters.
So we dropped back, and I said, let's do this instead. Let's each of us
design a character who would fit into this time, and we arbitrarily decided
on 1934, which put us back before any of us were alive. It took us out of
our time, out of our place, out of our personalities, and we went back
somewhere else. And these people came back with these beautiful little
characters and then all we had to do was figure out how to get them
together, how to get them to go somewhere that wasn't Canterbury
[laughter]. And then you could begin to see the minds crackle around the
table. These people were wily; you had to be a second-year graduate
student fighting your way through that academic jungle, and it makes you
tough-these were tough, smart people. Pretty soon we began to get the
idea of the characters and we were moving them together in a nice plot.
The plot had to do with the lead character. The old magician
character had at one point gone into a cavern with an underground lake, and
found on the wall all these old glyphs that seemed to be from places all over
the globe, which threw history into a tailspin, and then he got arrested and
thrown in jail, and then the National Geographic wanted to find out if it
was real or not, so they sprung him from jail and he had all these different
people head out to Utah to this hole in the ground. In the course of this,
each time these people would deal with each other, we would block out the
plot because I found by giving people assignments, and by taking these
assignments home, they would work at home and were getting back into
that writer's thing. Real purposeful stuff, really working at it, overworking
it, turning it in on itself, and they were bringing it out and reading it and
were proud of it. And you could feel that old writer class workshop stuff
and people were picking up on that.
So I said, "Okay, we won't do any more writing at home. Every bit
of writing will be done around this table." So we'd come in there and we'd
block out that chapter and we would put lots in the hat. So if we said,
"Arthur," we'd give him the vehicle and the character cooks supper for us.
And we'd put each of these little bits in a hat and we'd pass them around
and people would draw them out. Then they would write them and then
read them into a tape recorder. My secretary took that tape recorder and
typed that thing up so that we had a chapter of forty or fifty pages by the
time we were finished. Then, the persons who designed that chapter, it
would be their job, to take that chapter and begin to do the re-work on it.
By the third term we had a four-hundred-page novel and people were
excited about it. And it was occupying my life totally and theirs, too. It was
all we were thinking about, as happens when you're really in the throes of a
novel-it was fun.
When you really get to care about a class, you don't want to hurt
them, and they are the same way with you. You don't want to disappoint
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them; you want to do everything you can and give them the best that you've
got and they're trying the same to cover for you. The talk, the classroom,
and they began to want to defect: "Ah, this isn't right, ah, this is ridiculous,
no one is going to read this, this is foolish, this is old-fashioned pulp."
Which is what happens to anyone alone, except that we were doing it as a
group. So I said, "Here's what we'll do then. We'll have a reading. We'll
announce it, we'll get the press there, we'll get all the members of the
faculty there, we'll get everybody to come, your wives and everybody, and
we'll do readings from pieces of the chapters all the way through." And the
class decided to get into costume-it was 1934. Everybody went into the
costume department over at the university theater and got costumes from
1934. The women looked dynamite; it was all those torch song dresses, and
the guys were dressed up in khaki and old-fashioned suits and oldfashioned fedoras. When it came time for the reading, boy, suddenly you
were awed. People Magazine was there, the press was there, USA Today
was there, worse than that, their mothers and their wives and husbands were
there [laughter]. The other rule I made about the class, and this is a good
rule, too, "Don't tell anybody what the thing's about, don't reveal it, don't
bring out your hat without your cake." This is going to be cake when I'm
ftnished baking it and put the frosting on it. Wait till your cake is baked,
because then anybody who reads any manuscript that you could do, no
matter how good it is, they'll say, "Well, if you change this a little bit." As
long as it's in manuscript form they're going to want to fart with it. So,
nobody knew what this was about-it was a mystery-and it had become a
real mystery in Oregon. The whole English Department was being very uneasy about the business at the end of the year. Because it meant that if this
was a success then there was a new way to teach writing, and if it wasn't a
success, then why did they hire this fried-brain old hippie and pay him all
this money? So, it was a lose-lose situation for the university.
That night it was so tense in there you could have cut it and put it on
a piece of paper. Each person read five or six minutes from their chapterthere were thirteen chapters-picking the juicy stuff from the chapter just to
titillate you along like a movie teaser. It came down to this one guy reading
the last chapter, who was to read the stuff that is the climax-this is where
fmally everyone is down inside of the cavern-the great echoing and empty
cavern-and the lake has risen and you can kind of see drawings down
there against the wall but they're indistinct. You're not sure what they are.
You'll have to dynamite the lake to get it to go down. He's up there
reading. And another thing I told them was that when you get up to read I
want you to stand up straight, I want you to look the audience in the eye,
and I want you to speak clearly-and, remember what your diction teacher
told you-lips, tongue and teeth, lips, tongue and teeth! No mmm, mmm,
mmm, I don't care if you're Marlon Brando [laughter]. And, other people,
don't shuffle around, you have only one copy of the novel, you don't have
any papers to fart with, nothing to ruffle; everybody sit on the edge of your
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seat and pay attention to the person who's reading. And that kind of
attention builds and builds.
So this guy got up and he read the first couple of pages and then he
reached into his pocket and he pulled out two pages of typed manuscriptsingle-spaced on both sides, typed all the way to the margin-and just took
our manuscript and began to read on into it this other stuff that we had
never heard. This guy was a real good writer. He dressed in these strange
off-colored red clothes that had all been dyed. His pants and his shirt were
all in this red stuff. And he started reading this stuff about the diamond
sutras, and the seven chakras and the fourteen lawyers and other bullshitall this transcendental thing. And everyone said, "Holy shit, a Rajneeshi!
And in the middle of our novel!" He'd slipped in this whole Rajneeshi
business, which was a total advertisement. It was a commercial, it was a
commercial for the Baghwan. Oh, the Baghwan. [Kesey raises his hands as
if in prayer. People laugh.] But I was so proud of the class. I saw them
looking back and forth, but they never tipped it off, they all sat right thereyou could hear their teeth grinding. But they didn't make a motion to
indicate that there was anything wrong. And this was strange to the
audience since there had been no mention of Buddah, or the Baghwan, or
the diamond sutras. He comes to the end of his thing and he puts it in the
novel, then he reads the last couple little pages to fmish it off with our stuff
and everyone applauds.
We go back to the house, my house, where we were holding the
class, and they were livid. They were ready to tear him to pieces! They
were saying, "What are we going to do to him, the son of a bitch?" And I
said, "We are never going to speak of it to him. We're going to send him to
literary Coventry. We are never going to mention it, because we know he's
already thought about everything everyone's going to say, and he's got an
argument for why he did it." So pretty soon he comes in and he says, "So
what did you think about what I did to the novel?" No one said anything.
Everyone just went ahead with what they were doing. He began to realize
that no one was going to talk to him about this. This is about the second
week before school was out, and during those last couple of weeks this guy
began to go crazy [laughter]. Because you could see he knew what was
happening and he couldn't get us to talk about it-we would not talk about
it.
And fmally, on the last day of school, I knew I had to do something.
I felt bad about it; we all felt bad about it. But, we were into it then and
there was no way to get out of it. So I fmished up the class with a lecture in
which I said, "Remember, when we started this class in the fall, I told you
that I'm going to talk about what I consider to be the main job of the writer
in America today. And then we're all going to try and learn to perform that
job and see if we can get better at it. I told them that all of you can write.
You're all fine writers. It's not lack of ability that will keep you from being
published. It may be lack of heart, lack of luck, or a dozen different things,
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but you can all write. If you keep at it, one of these days you're going to be
walking along the street and you'll look across the road and God will be
standing across the road, down on the street comer. And you'll know he's
God as soon as you see him. He'll have the wonderful eyes of Jesus and the
curly beard of Moses, and the scimitar of Mohammed, and the tits of Isis
[laughter] and you'll know that's God. God will say, 'Come to me, come to
me, come across the street. I will give you everything. I will put words in
your mind that will sing out of your tongue, like honey-coated
hummingbirds all across the land. You'll be the most famous writer in the
world. Come to me.' And the job of the writer is to say, 'Fuck you!'
[pounds the table]. 'Fuck you and the Old Testament you rode in on'"
[laughter].

As a writer you do not do commercials. You write! And what's the
difference between writing about God, or writing about America, or writing
about anything in which you're trying to sell a point of view? Then go to
Madison Avenue, I don't want any part of you, as far as being a serious
writer. That's a noble profession, but don't try to wrap it up in some little
Almond Roca foil and feed it to us, while having inside there your
commercial about how Jesus is good, or Moses is this. Anytime you work a
commercial into your writing like that you're not only dishonest to yourself,
but you're betraying a trust that is so old and so sanctified amongst writers
that we rarely even talk about it. When this guy stood up and read that
thing, it was as much a breach as if Steve Young called a halt out there and
dropped down to his knees and prayed to Jesus and crossed himself in the
middle of Monday Night Football, and had all the other players join hands
and pray with him. That ain't right. When the game is going, I don't care
how much you believe in all this other stuff, you drop that aside because
the game is more important than what you have to say, or what you feel.
When you're doing the trick, when you're involved in the writing
thing-when you read Faulkner, Faulkner is not trying to sell you on any
god or any point of view. Faulkner is out there on his horse, boy, and he's
drunk, and the horse is wild. He's trying to stay on the horse, and report as
well as he can. To keep it from being kind of bitter, I gave them all a test at
the end of this, and the test was, "What is the Hemingway trick?" That was
one of the essay tests. I had three questions: What is the Hemingway trick?
What is the Faulkner trick? And what is the point of Chekov's gun on the
wall? Now, you're college students-who knows the answers to these
questions? Anyone of them? Who knows about Chekov's gun on the wall?
You got it?
Audience Member: If you got a gun then it has to go off.
Kesey: Absolutely, absolutely. A really important lesson. If you hang a gun

on the wall in the first act, somewhere before the last act you've got to use
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that gun. Okay, what's the Hemingway trick? If you think about it, you all
know it. It's ... what do you think?
Audience Member: Uh, I don't know.
Kesey: It's writing vel)' clearly around something, instead of about
something.
Audience Member: Like "Hills Like White Elephants."
Kesey: When Hemingway will describe the texture of the forest floor, or the
trees above him, instead of going directly and describing a woman. Larry
McMurtty uses this trick a lot when he talks about his women. If you think
about it, you vel)' rarely ever get to see his women. He describes the sunset
around them. In one of his early books, Leaving Cheyenne, he has this
really great female character, Molly, and she's over there and we know that
she's nude from the waist up. And the guy is talking about the wallpaper,
seeing the wallpaper. It somehow draws around her and you see her more
clearly than if he had described the lavender glisten of her nipples. That is
jargon. Using that same thing, what is Faulkner's trick? Faulkner's trick is
heading off through the brambles and the dusty underbrush like that, trying
to find your way to the other end of the road and eventually getting over
there, unwilling and undeserving and profound. Taking off and finding one
foot in front of the other as far as you can go in a sentence without planning
it. It is a sort of falling down forward and continually catching your balance
out in front of yourself and finding yourself in verbal brambles and then
working your way out in the same sentence and the same thought. Keroauc
uses Faulkner's trick, a lot people try to use it, but vel)' few people use it
vel)' well. And these are things that can be learned. The idea that if you
learn them from these artists that you're betraying something, that's why
the artists are there. They're there to teach you those tricks, so that you can
learn as well.
If you think about all the writers you really care for-a good
example is Eudora Welty. Eudora Welty-I don't know if I can sum up
what her trick is, but her power is undeniable. This is a person that seems to
be writing about mundane stuff, but if you back off a little bit and turn it, it
refracts off into universal truth. These little things that you learn, like my
magic hand trick, those things are just learned. God doesn't give them to
you. You practice them until you get so you can do them smooth enough
that people don't catch you at them.
When I first read . . . I got into writing because I wanted to be a
screenplay writer for TV, and this guy told me you need to learn something
aboutstory, He sent me to a writer named J.B. Hall, who was a really good
short story teacher, and he had me read the story of Krebs, in "Soldier's
Home"-a Hemingway story. And it was the first Hemingway that I had
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read, and he asked me, "Now what do you think that's about?" I told him,
"I think it's about this guy sitting in his mom's kitchen, and his mom is
complaining about him not having work, and the guy's thinking about going
to watch his sister play baseball." And he said, "No, that's not what it's
about." He said, "Here," and he went over and pointed his finger at one
line, one paragraph, and said, "This is what's it's about." The line was,
"Krebs looked at the bacon fat hardening on his plate." And he said,
"That's what it's about, that's the key that unlocks
the story." And he said, "Do you see that?" All of a
sudden the doors opened up to me. Right! Although
I read through that and didn't get it, it was in there,
that bacon fat going cold and hard on the plate.
That's a wonderful thing to learn. When someone
can turn you onto that, then you can say, "Oh, I see
that stuff all the time." It's little hidden tricks that
are in all of your life, and you wait and play them
carefully.
The best ever is Hemingway at the end of
Farewell to Arms. You think there's nothing
happening, nothing happening, and then you get to
the end of the story and suddenly tears are running
down your face. And you think, how did he do
that? Without him saying anything about that,
suddenly he works it on you. He plants it here and
works it in there and a little bit of stuff here, till
fmally when he's ready he turns it on. And it
works. It's just directing the attention of the
audience where you want it to go, and then doing
with it what you want to do. And that's the work of
a shaman, or a wizard. Which gets us back to the
thing that I'm trying to do more and more, and I
think that more and more writers are going to have
to do it, and that is being able to stand up and
perform.
I'll tell you another awful truth about
writing: they're not publishing books anymore
unless you agree up front to make a large tour and
go to the bookstores and do Oprah, and Good
Morning America, and Sally Jessie Woosieo, and
all that stuff you're supposed to do. It doesn't make any difference how
good the book is. The bookstore people don't care about that; they want the
action. My metaphor is that the publishers are having to kiss the asses of
Walden Books, and all these bookstores. And they use the writers for their
lips! [Laughter]. Because the bookstore owners don't want to be kissed by
publishers, they want to be kissed by writers. So, all of the writers now are
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having to make these tours, having to do your stuff, having to stand up in
front of people, in front of the public, which is what publication was about
originally. Print is a recent thing. We just invented the novel in the last few
hundred years. Storytellers have been around a lot longer. To really be able
to know if what you're doing works, you got to be able to stand up in front
of people and look them in the eye and run it down to them and not bore
them. Which is the most awful sin that a writer can commit. I don't care
how true, or deep, or heartfelt it is, if it's boring, ugh. It's got to stand on its
own hind legs and kick some ass. Especially in today's market, because
you're fighting Big Bird. You know you're not out there alone like Edith
Wharton was, you're out there fighting people like Whoopie Goldberg for
the attention of the nation right now. Well, any questions?

Q: I'm going to turn it over to the rest of the writers in the class here. I
think we all have some questions we'd like to ask. But before I do, let me
ask one more question. How do you think the influence of virtual reality,
and newer media technologies, will change the writing craft?
Kesey: I call my playa ritual reality. I've not seen virtual reality yet, but I'll
tell you this, all those machines will break. We were over at Metro [a San
Jose weekly] today and there was a wall of broken computers. I think we
got seventy-five or maybe a hundred years of toying around with this
electronic stuff, and then they'll break, and then things will happen. Just
within my life span-going
from wire recordings, to tape recordings, to this
kind of recording-you
can play none of the old tape recordings anywhere
now. But those words, those little hen scratches on a piece of paper will be
around for thousands and thousands of years. Those little marks on a piece
of paper are what's going to last. And, personally, I wish I had never got
into the whole computer business. I wish I had stayed with my manual
typewriter. I think it's healthier-"chkow,
bomp, bomp," [Kesey makes
typing noises] as opposed to, "chee, chee, chee, chee." [The audience
laughs.] You never hear of anyone getting carpel-tunnel on an old manual
typewriter. The computer invites you to tinker, and oh boy you can just
tinker. That's because they're made by tinkerers.
I think that the main change that we'll see will be in video. Because
what's out there now in the hands of young kids is beyond the wildest
dreams of Chaplin, more hardware than Chaplin ever imagined. But the
thing again is story, it's not effect. This thing that I've written, the Twister
play, it's not very good, and we're not very good at it, but we're the only
people doing it so far. The idea is, and has been for a long time, to get those
people off the stage that are playing those rock-and-roll instruments and
down in the pit where they belong and put the people on the stage who can
say lines, and dance songs, and dance dances, and juggle balls. That's what
the stage is for. I can only stand to see Bobby Weir spin around so many
times, and after that I want to hear some poetry. When you watch MTV and
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you watch a [Grateful] Dead thing and all that light show, which is random
and wonderful . . . but I want to know why she did that to him and what
he's going to do back to her to get even. I think that can be accomplished on
stage in ways that will really be satisfying to large audiences. I worked with
a little ballet troupe with a little story I wrote called "Trick of the Squirrel,"
a nice little story and I've performed it a lot. There's been classical music
written to it and we've worked with the ballet up in Eugene. This performed
in a theater that holds about 2200 people and they probably paid fifteen
dollars apiece to come in. But with the orchestra and the ballet, you can't
make enough money to pay all those people with that size of an audience.
You've got to play to thirty to forty thousand people.
This thing that we're doing isn't anything, just nickel and diming.
I'm into this play easy $10,000 maybe $15,000 just for the equipment and
flying people here and doing stuff. The only way it can work is to play to
the size of an audience that a big rock band draws. What we've got
available that hasn't been used is that video amplification. Think about the
vocal amplification with a microphone. When that happened in the '20s and
the '30s suddenly we jumped from Greek drama, which was able to speak
to two to three thousand at the most, to twenty, thirty, fifty, one hundred
thousand people a voice can reach out to. And we've got that capability
now with video. Put that face up there that big [holds out his arms] so that
you got the immediacy of theater, and you still have the intimacy of faces
up there dealing with each other, and it's alive. I think people are going to
get real tired, very quick, of recorded dead stuff. If you look around you, in
any room now, you will see walls of this stuff. Plus VCRs and CDs and
cassette tapes, and boxes and boxes of photographs and slides. I look
around my room and I realize that if I started right now going through all
this stuff, and didn't do anything the rest of my life, I still couldn't get
through it. Not to mention all this stuff you see on TV, which happened six
months ago.
So, the kid today . " I can remember when I would look out over a
morning vista of uncharted hours. I would think, what am I going to do
from now until I go to sleep. Before there was radio there was time to ...
we didn't know what the hell we were going to do all day. It weighed on
you and it tugged at you to fill it with something. Kids now only have a
little piece of time left during the day. You start: you've got to watch Big
Bird, you've got to catch this, and you see this in the afternoon, and you've
got to go to school, and you've got to read this, and you check out a tape or
listen to the radio. That's all in the past. Stuff that is actually happening
now is hard to get into them. I think that's why there is so much violence.
The only way is to tear your way through all this recorded stuff. To tear the
fabric of the past which is building up around us. And this is also why I
think immediate theater, old style stuff that is happening around lights and
campfires, that is not nailed down, so that there is place left for people to
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get in, I think that's what kids are going to demand, they're already
beginning to demand it.
That's why they're so unruly. There's no place for them in our
world. We've already recorded everything and set it out there and said,
"You all watch this." All of us who have kids have said, "Rent them two
tapes." It cools them all evening long. Kids won't stand for it much longer,
they'll break loose, and I don't know what they'll do. I think we're seeing
evidence of it in the shock music, the rap music that is trying to speak to a
certain inner group. When I talk about writing this kind of stuff to my
writing friends this is talking blasphemy. When I talk this to Viking, they
don't want to hear this. A long time ago I told these guys at Viking, "You
start watching the bookshelves. You're going to start to see those VCRs
begin to push those books right off the shelf. And
what would Shakespeare do in that case? Would he
complain about all the people who aren't reading?
He would go right out to the damn audience and
meet them head-on. Go right to the MTV audience
and meet them head-on.
This is another thing I found when I was
working with my class: that in a college situation
the spectrum that you're taught is "success" is such
a narrow spectrum. Who is teaching you to write
today a good ghost story, or good porno? It all has
to be done in this sort of John Updike, narrow
spectrum, Saul Bellow piece of stuff. That's how
you advance in that academic, literary world. But
people . . . my dad told me a great thing. This is a
great thing for writers to know. "Good writin' ain't
• necessarily good readin'." When you think of it in
terms of audience, and you think of your readers in
terms of viewers, then you're competing out there, and you've got to really
bust loose to compete in this market right now. And it's vying for the
attention of everybody with just an uprecendented amount of stuff going on.
To compete for that attention means you've really got to be sharp. And, not
only that, but you've got to be well-read. So, you got to know what the
tricks are that you want to use. It's old Ginsberg doing Blake. He's not
working with Blake to imitate Blake; he's working with Blake to get his
tricks down. Because he wants to have them at his finger tips so he can use
them when he needs them. Blake wouldn't obiect to this. What did the Wife
of Bath say-if you light a flame from my candle, it takes no flame away
from mine.
Q: Does anyone else have any questions?
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Audience Member: I just wanted to know-I'm

studying to be a high scho?l
teacher-I'm wondering what you would suggest for literature teachers ~
high schools to start into with students, because we're losing a lot of their
interest.

Kesey: Okay, I'll tell you a good story, and this will be about my last story.

I lost a son a few years ago. I had scheduled a talk up at Yakima High
School; the teachers had got together to have me come up and spend the
day at this high school. And my son was on a wrestling trip to Washington
State University and the van went over a cliff. And we all had to go up to
Spokane and spend time up in Yakima, this was less than a month after my
son died, and I thought, "Do I want to do this?" And I said, "I've got to do
it!" If! didn't believe it back then ... once you book it down you've got to
go ahead and go through with it. So I went ahead and went up there, it was
very difficult. But the teacher that brought me in, she was Indian, American
Indian, just a beautiful woman. We started in at 8:00 in the morning and I
gave a little talk at 8:45 and then I went to one guy's class, and then I went
to a poetry class, and then by noon I was shot. I wanted to go into the
parking lot and smoke a joint and take it easy, but no, you had to go to the
cafeteria and patrol to keep them from tearing each other to ribbons. They
had given me this big envelope and the envelope was full of small bills. A
thousand dollars in small bills. And I realized that these teachers had
collected this money-it wasn't government money-they had put this
money together for me to come up there and tell them and their students
something. This Indian woman got to talking about how hard it is, every
day, every day, you've got to go in and prove yourself to them. Every day
it's a battle to just prove yourself. And I can remember when I was a kid
that wasn't true. The teacher stood there, you may not have paid attention,
but you never asked the teachers to prove themselves. This Indian woman
said, "Some days I just want to show them my tits!" And this other guy
said, "Yeah? Why don't you do that tomorrow?" [Laughter.]
So it came to the last meeting. We had an assembly at the end of
class, and everybody was in there, and I was telling them, "Hey, these
teachers here teaching you literature are fighting that battle for your souls.
Nobody else is fighting. They're teaching you stuff that they know is good,
that they love, and it's good for you. They could put you in jail and take
everything else away from you, but you know, you still got that!" And all
these guys in the front row, they had been eyeing me all day. They were all
members of the wrestling team and the football team and they had lettermen
jackets with all different badges on them. And then the biggest guy in the
row leaned back and said, "Mr. Kesey, I work for my father in the welding
shop and I'm planning on just staying until school is over and then I'm
going to work in the welding shop. Why should I learn this stuff?" And I
said, "That's the question." And if you can't come up with the answer to
that question, then it's really damn hard to teach them anything. I couldn't
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figure it out. I walked around and rubbed my head and I finally said, "I
can't tell you. But I'll tell you what I can teach is a poem, and I can teach it
to you in half an hour and ten years from now you will thank me for having
taught you this poem, because it will make you a better human being." And,
I said, "I'll bet you a thousand dollars,"and I put that thousand dollars out
there in front of him. "You'll have to make the decision in ten years." But
here's the poem. It's by a guy named Yeats. It goes:
I went out to the hazel wood,
Because a fire was in my head,
And I cut and peeled a hazel wand,
And hooked a beny to a thread;
And when white moths were on the wing,
And moth-like stars were flickering out,
I dropped the beny in a stream
And caught a little silver trout.
When I had laid it on the floor
I went to blow the fire aflame,
But something rustled on the floor,
And some one called me by my name:
It had become a glimmering girl
With apple blossom in her hair.
Who called me by my name and ran
And faded through the brightening air.
Though I am old with wandering
Through hollow lands and hilly lands,
I will find out where she has gone,
And kiss her lips and take her hands;
And walk among long dappled grass,
And pluck till time and times are done
The silver apples of the moon,
The golden apples of the sun.
And I said, "Now put your money where your mouth is!" And I had him. It
was the magic of that poem. If you run that poem down on somebody it'll
make your hair stand up. It's why we're in this business. It's the only thing
1 can tell you-it's
a bitch! [Laughter.]
And this is what I told my class: Most of you will end up being
teachers in high school. All the writers I know teach. Even Larry McMurtry
teaches. He doesn't have to teach for money; he teaches because he feels
like he has something that he wants to pass on to people who are in the
business. And you're battling for the souls of these people and they're not
going to get this kind of stuff in metal shop. It's not going to be easy, and
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you're not going to win very often, but it's the best game in town. Think of
who you're associating with as far back as you wish to look. You're in a
league with warriors and wizards that are off the scale. It's a privilege to be
in the business that knows why that poem of Yeats fills you with juice
every time you hear it. And as I said, they can't take it away from you when
they put you in jail. Thanks, you guys.
Q: Thank you very much. [Applause.]
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Lithographs
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My Robot

Alan Davis

H

ere in California, we have a graveyard for planes. Thousands have
been brought here, the metal too fatigued for safety, and placed in
lost squadron formation. When my ex-wife slings my daughter
LizBeth in my direction on a plane, I always fear the proximity of that
graveyard. I don't fly, but LizBeth does, and the flight, with connections
and layovers, takes better than five hours even in the best weather. I know
my fear is a delusion, something to do with my own phobia about flying,
but knowing doesn't help.
When LizBeth is somewhere above America, as she is now, on her
way here for a long weekend, the only thing which comforts me is the robot
I keep on my office desk. I'm a pencil-biter anyway, but on those days
when she flies alone, I would chew off the erasers if! didn't have the robot.
I turn it on for hours. It's my meditation tape, my power lunch, my
massage. A gift from LizBeth, it's the size of a Raggedy Ann doll and it has
three buttons: a red on button, a black, offbutton, and a white talk button.
When I press the last button without first pressing the first, it tells me to do
so. "Turn me on, turn me on, turn me on!"
It has a voice somewhere between the sound a pane of glass makes
when rain strikes against it and the high faraway twang of a jetliner.
As a recruitment manager, someone who finds good people for my
company, I usually devote my afternoons to writing up interview notes.
When LizBeth is in the air, however, I send my robot on desktop errands
instead. I'm pencilled into a box somewhere in middle management, so the
size of my desk reflects my status. Its domestic terrain-the
term an interior
designer once used to describe my house only three months before my
marriage ended-hardly
takes an entire afternoon to negotiate, but the light
on the robot's crown blinks, its drive mechanism hums like an electric
typewriter, and I'm happy, content to be skylarking. If the robot works
flawlessly, I reason, so will an expensive airliner.
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My robot's electric eye can sense and avoid solid objects, whether a
piece of pale quartz with Happy Birthday calligraphed across it, a jagged
piece of obsidian, or thick tomes of afftrmative action regulations, but it has
no way of knowing when space runs out. I panic when I see it miscalculate
and begin to topple from my desk. I lurch across my desk to keep it from
falling, nearly stabbing myself on one of those desktop accessories I seldom
use. I imagine LizBeth's plane toppling end over end to the ground,
erupting into flame. "LizBeth! LizBeth!" I shout, rushing to the scene.
Now that she's almost here, I'm having trouble keeping my mind on
business. I stare out the window, chitchat, dawdle over interviews, learn
more about an applicant than I need to know. It is not good to become too
friendly with someone who wants a job, maybe desperately, but who
probably won't ever receive an offer. Other work gets backlogged to the
other side of Sunday; I can't send my robot on desktop explorations, of
course, when job applicants are sitting in the room, warming their hands
with coffee or nervously plucking at lint. Still, it's hard to ignore the
machined precision and metallic gleam, standing at square-shouldered
attention, every bolt riveted into place. By meditating upon it, I bring
myself into communion with the machine-tooled artiftcial intelligence that
controls the altitude and direction of my daughter.
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At the airport, dressed in a lacy cotton skirt and a denim shirt,
waiting for me, not seeing me yet, she taps a foot and balances a magazine
on her knees. When I gather her in, holding her frail body against mine, she
abides me and offers her hand. "Hi, Dad. I'm glad to see you've survived
the quake." She laughs the knowing laugh of a high school junior. "Won't
get in a plane, but lives where the ground might fall out from under him."
"A small quake, barely made the national news," I say modestly. I
can't tell if she's teasing me or if she's nervous. "By our standards, it
wasn't so bad. But the freeways are shaky in places, and closed for repairs,
so traffic is hellacious." By the time I locate my car in the short-term lot,
she's telling me about the flight.
I've been afraid to fly for years. On a few desperate occasions,
mostly professional, I've drugged myself with Valiums or whiskey and
sweated the thing out, but mostly I arrange my schedule so I can drive.
Fidgeting, hat in hand, I greet her stiffly once we reach my
apartment. "Hello, Miss LizBeth." I keep an apartment large enough to
accommodate a daughter accustomed to space, so my place echoes with
loneliness most of the year: rooms sparsely furnished, everything white.
She curtsies, poker-faced, touching a ftnger to the hem of her skirt.
"How are you, Dad?" She looks me over. "The hat's still perfect. You look
more like Oppie every day." She fancies I look like Robert Oppenheimer,
the director of a-bomb research in Los Alamos in WWII, or at least like the
slender, hawk-nosed actor who portrayed him on television. We saw the
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series together long ago when we were still a nuclear family. She became
entranced with the hat he wore, an old dusty fedora. He wore it even in the
desert; it became symbolic in LizBeth's mind of his righteous personality.
She insisted I buy one like it. She was sure it would improve my selfconfidence, especially if I wore it at a rakish angle, but I only dust it off
when she visits; it's one way of negotiating passage through those first
dreadful hours when we get to know each other all over again.
"Won't you join me for tea?"
She purses her lips, nods. "Sure, why the hell not? If it's one of those
rituals that make you feel good."
That's not quite the reply our game calls for, but I smile anyway. It's
a dumb stupid game, I think, too Southern and polite for my new Los
Angeles sensibility. At night coyotes howl for the blood of my neighbor's
pet dog, and the desert wind makes the mountains sound haunted. Now and
then I pick up my ringing phone and there's nobody on the line. As I
prepare the hand-painted cups and saucers, the teaspoons and creamer and
sugar bowl, her eyes shuffle to the bookshelves, the glass coffee-table, the
trophy shelf above the television filled with odd neon sculptures in the
shape of imaginary animals. She looks them over, but dismisses them. She's
looking for the robot. She thinks it's in a closet, or maybe hidden behind the
stack of magazines 1subscribe to but seldom read.
"Just looking around, you know," she says, "wondering if you're still
a packrat." She presents a smile I've never seen before, almost looking over
my shoulder, then letting her eyes travel down to my shoes and back again.
The smile frightens me for some reason. We sit on the couch, courteous,
but I don't know what to do about the new kind of tension in the room. I'm
about to serve the tea when the room shakes, the teacups rattling in their
saucers, one neon tube falling flat on the shelf.
"Aftershock," I say. "Very mild. Nothing to worry about."
"Wow, Dad! Like rock and roll, huh?" She puts out her arms and
pretends to fight for balance. "That was neat. Can you do it again?"
"What? 1 didn't do it. It's not my place that's moving, it's the
ground."
"Hey, Dad, lighten up. I'm teasing." She smiles at me graciously,
like a woman twice her age. "You know I'm teasing, don't you?"
"Of course," 1 say, nonplussed. "1 was teasing back." 1 tidy up the
neon and we drink our tea quietly. "1 have a few things to pick up at the
office," 1 say afterwards. "Why don't you come along?"
On the way out, she does a kind of old-fashioned waltz and curtsies,
getting me to laugh. She knows how her flight affects me. It's as though she
disappears when she's halfway between her mother and me, lost in some
sort of national daydream. 1 imagine disasters, abductions, kidnappings.
Once, in a panic, I called her before a flight and told her to skip it, that the
"vibes" weren't right. She giggled. "Oh Dad, this is too much. Now I know
you're really Californian." She called my ex-wife to the phone and they had
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a giggle together. "No! He didn't say that. Did he? Really?" My ex-wife
came on the phone. "Did you really say that?"
There's a lot offmger-tapping in the car. Maybe she had a dance to
go to, maybe just homework. "Are you glad to be here?" I ask, swerving
into the right-hand lane. "Was there something going on you're missing?"
"Who wouldn't be glad? Three whole days with my Dad! What
could be better?" she says. She reaches over and rumples my hair, another
new gesture. "So, like where's all the stuff? Last time I was here it was
everywhere. "
I stare at her, unable to deal with this new self. "I didn't know you
used words like that."
"Words like what? What are you talking about?"
"All right, then," I tell her. "It's everywhere. Someone I know has a
twelve-year-old girl who went to a friend's birthday party. As a special
treat, the parents brought out a big crystal serving tray stacked high with it.
'Dig it,' they said. 'Help yourself.' They passed around all the
paraphernalia." I pause. "Like taking a piece of birthday cake."
"Dad, are you straight? I don't know what the hell you're talking
about." She stares straight ahead through the windshield. Thousands of cars
are crawling east, but we're going west. "So like this is California," she
says, as though she's never been here before.
We finally figure out that it's either my imagination or my hearing,
which I've been losing for years. "Going, going, gone," she laughs, pointing
to her forehead and staring significantly at me. She said "stuff' and meant
smog, pollution, she swears it, but I could have bet money she wanted to
find out about drugs. For the first time, I think maybe it's me, not her;
maybe I'm the one who's gone bananas, trying to keep her exactly the same
as I remember her.
I drift into a final cloverleaf exchange and leave the Pomona
Freeway to avoid some construction, but end up a little lost, negotiating my
way through a bad neighborhood. "Mad psycho killer time."
"Mad psycho killers?" she says. "Maybe California isn't really like,
you know, the best place to spend the summer." So far as I can see,
everybody's somebody else these days, even LizBeth, and nobody lives
anywhere anymore. I had thought the summer was a done deal; I'd been
making plans for the two of us. It's clear she has an agenda, but before she
can advarice it she notices a car approaching us in the dark without its
headlights. "Flick your brights, Dad, tell that guy to put his lights on."
"No way," I say. "Gangs cruise around like that. It's an initiation
rite. To get in the gang, you got to kill somebody. You got to kill the first
driver who flicks his brights at you."
"Bullshit."
"Jesus, LizBeth," I say, startled, trying to keep my voice light. "Is
that how we brought you up? I can't believe you talk like that."
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"Dad, I can't believe you really thought that guy might've killed you
if you had flicked your brights at him. That's crazy."
"Still crazy after all these years. And still alive."
"So, like, I guess you believe in the vanishing Elvis, too, right?"
I'm still shocked at the casual way she said "bullshit," but I'm too
canny to mention it again. "Elvis can go wherever he wants. Just so long as
you don't disappear." I take a deep breath. "Is there something you want to
say about our plans for the sununer?"
The car gets quiet.
In the office, she does another little dance near my desk and bows to
my robot. She sits in my chair and flicks the switch on and off, giggling at
the squeaky voice: "Turn me on, turn me on!"
"You know," she says, "that voice did it. There were so many other
things I could have bought for a man of your, you know, advanced age"she laughs-"but that voice could not be denied." The robot performs its
tricks like a dog fresh from obedience school. Sensing the obsidian
paperweight, a mountain rising from the piedmont, it makes a smart military
turn. To negotiate the descent from an ink blotter to the wooden desktop, it
pivots on its base. Two lights on its forehead blink out my name in Morse
code.
"Neat, huh, Dad?" She props her chin on the book of Affirmative
Action regulations. As the robot swivels, buzzes, totters, and backtracks,
her fingers mimic its movements. I remember how she learned about the
world by doing everything we did exactly the way we did it.
She looks at me, that sliding glance again. "The thing is, Dad, we
have to talk about this sununer. It's getting a little weird, you know,
disappearing from my life for an entire sununer? And the thing is, I have
this chance, you know, to go to Europe this sununer."
''Vh.'' My stomach turns over. "That's great, LizBeth. That's
probably not something you should pass up," I say weakly. "Is it a highschool group?"
"Yeah. Mom might come along as, you know, a chaperone? You
guys can talk about it." She touches a finger to one drawn-in cheek and
frowns. "Of course, you know, I could live out here when I go to college. I
mean, not with you, but in this area? That's, like, a distinct something for
me to think about. You know?"
I don't say anything.
A little flustered, she turns back to the machine. Outside, a plane,
descending, flies past the window, as though taking notes on our
discomfort. Its landing lights get superimposed in the window on the
reflection of the robot's blinking movements. The robot falls from the edge
of the desk-nothing solid to veer away from-and tumbles on the carpet.
The pale LizBeth in the window, still intensely involved with the machine,
picks it up and checks it for damage. It's moving again and she's urging it
on. Determined to see beyond the insubstantial image, I whisper her name
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in a weak voice. "LizBeth, LizBeth." I'm not sure whether she hears me or
not, but for a dizzy moment, scatting on the nonsense syllables of the past, I
rise above myself, ready to fly, ready to go anywhere.
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Venice 13

Janis Bultman

W

here I live-it's
weird. First of all, my street used to be a canal,
just like one of those stinky canals a few blocks over where all
the rich folks live. But mine is paved over and we're not so close
to the beach.
I live with my mom and we're pretty normal. She's divorced. Every
morning she gets up and puts on nice clothes and takes the bus to Century
City. Then she comes home and gives me dinner and goes out again. That's
the routine. She trusts me to take care of myself.
I hang out with my gang, V-13, and go to school now and then. I'm a
good kid. I don't give anybody any trouble. Don't listen to Ricky Phelan.
What does he know? He sits out there on his porch all day from morning to
night with his margaritas, one after the other, what does he know about
boys today?
Those margaritas, they're something, aren't they? Ricky's got this
big old pitcher setting out on the porch rail where it gives off a soft green
glow, kind of extraterrestrial, and it's' always full and got circles of lime
from the bushes in his yard swimming around in it and he tops it all off
with a pure white hibiscus, also from one of his bushes, and you've got to
admit he's got a work of art could be in LACMA. Anybody passes his
house, he'll wave them over and pour them one of those pretty margaritas if
they'll let him, and there are lots of folks who will. I stop by from time to
time. It's always a party.
Ricky got arrested last year for molesting some kid, a girl from my
school. He says he didn't know she was under age and I believe him. He
was in jail for a while. He jokes about it. It sure didn't put a damper on his
party spirit, no matter how often his P.O. drops by. And it sure doesn't keep
him from poking his nose into everybody's business, mine included. He can
be a pain sometimes.
You know who's a real pain? That old guy next door. He's maybe
eighty, real old, and he lives with his wife. Their roof sags something awful
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and my mom who's usually pretty nice to everybody says she wishes it
would just give it up and cave in on them, put everybody out of their
misery.
Every morning about five o'clock, he's up and it's all over for the
rest of us. He starts in cursing his wife in this low, gravelly old guy's voice.
What he says to her you wouldn't believe at five in the morning and she
gives it back as good as she gets. They don't get emotional. It's like they're
having a regular conversation except they say these nasty things. Boy, it's
certainly enriched my vocabulary. My mom gets up and slams down her
window and comes in and slams mine real hard to send a message but they
don't get it. You can still hear them and then the room heats up with no air.
The other thing this guy does is every time he parks that big old
Buick, he bangs into Jackson's Rabbit and sets off the alarm. Jackson
comes running out right away to shut it off, he's pissed, but the old guy
pays no attention, just keeps shuffling toward his house and Jackson gives
him the evil eye but doesn't curse like some would. This happens every
day.
I smoke pot with Jackson sometimes. He's always got good stuff. He
says, don't tell my girlfriend, she'll say I'm corrupting a minor.
Sometimes T.J. smokes with us. T.J. lives on the alley behind
Jackson. He plays paddle tennis for money and drives a Veedub and drinks
beer. That's about it. Just before trash day there's a mountain of Bud cans
you wouldn't believe in the alley by his back door.
And next to him are the two girls. They get lots of traffic. My mom
says stay away, but Ginny, she's nice, real tall with long black hair, looks
great in roller skates. But she's always droopy, sometimes with bruises all
over, and not from skating like she says. I know better. I wasn't born
yesterday.
That's just about everybody that figures in this story I want to tell.
Saturday night late, me and the boys are hanging out on the wall in
front and I see Ginny's car pull up. It's a Trans Am, midnight blue, used to
be real flashy, but somebody bashed in the front right and whoever did the
body work stopped before the finishing touches so it all scabbed over with
rust. She gets out and she's alone and all of a sudden this guy appears and
says something to her.
Me and the boys-we're across the street and down some-we go
on alert. The guy makes a move with his hand we all sorta recognize. I see
Ricky Phelan across the street step off his porch and onto the sidewalk for a
better view. Ginny doesn't say a word, doesn't even look around, just slides
in the back seat and we all stand there and watch the Trans Am do the
bump and grind.
It's just a little thing sets me off, but I see the flash of her hand
through the rear window, seems to me like a little white flag. I grab Dolan's
bat right out of his hands and light out for the car but before I get there the
door opens and this guy gets out fiddling with his pants. So just to let him
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know I'm there I swing that bat and smash it down on Ginny's car. You
may wonder what that accomplished but I figured, what the hell, the front
needs work anyway and I got his attention, believe me. He swings around
and I see he's got a knife out and I think, what a WllSS. Ginny's curled into a
comer of the back seat and looks like her cheeks are wet. Her legs are bare.
I can't see anything else.
By this time the boys are there and this guy steps back but his lip
curls and he says real nasty, blow off boys, I have business here. We don't
say anything, just circle in and I can see a few more bats and Witkowski's
got that big switchblade he took off the Suarez kid last week and that guy
just turns tail with the boys right behind. He knows what's what.
Then Ginny pulls the door shut and we're right in front of Jackson's
place, so he comes out with his girlfriend and pretty soon TJ.'s there and I
can see the old guy watching from the window and then the door swings
open slow and Ginny climbs out. She's got her jeans on and there's blood
on her face from somewhere. She's dazed. Nobody moves for a minute and
finally Jackson's girlfriend says, are you okay?
Ginny doesn't say anything. The girlfriend says I'll go call the police
and turns around but Ginny motivates and grabs her arm and says no and
the girlfriend stands real still like she's dying to pull away but it wouldn't
be polite. And T.J. runs his fingers through his beard so it sticks straight out
and says let's go back and get a beer. That sets Ricky off. He's standing
there with a margarita in his hand and he holds it out like he wants her to
have it but she looks right through him. Jackson's girlfriend says again real
soft let's call the police and then she says it louder and Ricky starts to back
away. He doesn't want any of that action.
And all of a sudden this skinny black shows up and he takes charge.
He says no cops, right Ginny? And she's looking down, nodding.
It's strange to see a black guy in this neighborhood. You hardly ever
do. It's pretty much our territory and we keep it white but he seems to know
his way around. He takes her arm and leads her back to her place talking to
her real nice so I think he's okay and I let them go. TJ. goes with them and
that's pretty much the end of that but I have to go past Ricky's on my way
home and he's sitting there with that pitcher and he raises his glass and
says, nice work kid. I start to say thanks but he keeps going, says, you
really screwed up this time kid. Can't you keep that little peeker in your
pants?
I don't know what he's talking about and before I think I take a peek
at my crotch, but he sees. He laughs and says, your momma should keep a
better eye on you. This makes me mad. I say, why don't you tell her. He
says, she don't talk to me. I say, you got nothing to say, that's why. Then I
go home.
Ginny, when she shows up again, she looks bad and she won't talk
to me for a while. Ricky puts the blame on me for what happened to Ginny.
He should keep his mouth shut. I didn't realize. He says, learn from my
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mistakes. Don't think with your dick. I wish Ginny would let me say how
sony I am. You could say I learned that bit of business at her expense.
Nobody likes to learn the hard way. That's the moral of the story.
Anyway, back to that night. My boys come back and say they lost
that guy in the alley and they're still charged so we get some paint and
spray V-13 in the street next to Ginny's car, kind oflike a tribute.
When we're done we head back to my house and as we go
Witkowski sticks his foot on the fender of Jackson's Rabbit and gives it a
shove so the alarm goes off Behind us I hear Jackson and it must be the
stress cuz you know he's cool but he's cursing like crazy. He thinks it's the
old guy again. We stop at my house and stand out front by the curb to
watch but all that happens is the old guy starts slamming down his windows
and after a while Jackson stops and closes his but the alarm keeps going.
We all drift over to Ricky's. He's disappeared but that pitcher's there and
we pass it around. I keep thinking how I get to sleep in tomorrow what with
all the old guy's windows down and mom'll be happy too if only Jackson
will shut off his alarm. Just in case, I give Witkowski a whack. Thanks for
nothing, I say, and he ducks and says, no problem.
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Lares and Penates

Shelly Lowenkopf

B

EN KNOWS THERE is no point in going to bed now; Meredith is
sure to telephone him as soon as he has settled down. Then, as she
has for the past three nights, Meredith will proceed to tell him she
had no right to ask him to do what he is doing.
The inevitability of this scenario begins to intrude on Ben to the
point where he couldn't get to sleep ifhe tried.
There is some salve for his irritation when he considers using one of
the sleeping pills discovered in his boredom-inspired search of the
bedroom, augmenting the effect with a generous splash of the purple label
rum he found in the kitchen and has been sipping since dinner. This formula
has done well for him in the past; he has hoarded the strategy for times of
desperate need. But even if he were successful with sleep tonight, one of
Meredith's kids, especially Emily, who is becoming interested in boys,
would answer the phone, then come wake him.
Ben has known Meredith long enough to understand this about her:
If he unplugged the phone, when Meredith called and got no answer, she'd
try her next door neighbor or anyone else she could think of until she got
someone to come see what was wrong. This has nothing to do with
Meredith not trusting her kids or Ben; it has everything to do with Meredith
not trusting the things she cares about to remain unscathed.
For a moment Ben feels bogged in helplessness. If he were at home,
he'd get the comfort of his own possessions: small portraits and group shots
of people who have been dear to him, photos of two manx cats and the blue
tick hound he so prized; framed programs from plays he has directed; a oneof-a-kind caricature of him, done by Leo Hirschfield on the back of a napkin from Sardi's; Prosperity, the stuffed dog relic from his childhood,
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looking stoic even with one glass eye missing; a tobacco-stained calabash
smoking pipe that belonged to his father; a small oblong stone, looking like
a worn rubber eraser, plunked into his hand one day by a former lover when
they were rock hopping over a stream bed; also from the giver of the oblong
stone, a wind-up toy of a penguin with a splay-footed walk that Ben can
always rely on for a laugh, but which he treats with great care now, fearful
of breaking the winding spring. These are Ben's lares and penates, his own
household gods; he has carried them from habitation to habitation, homes,
apartments, even motel rooms, and especially to this remote central California amalgamation of such disparate parts, this existential patchwork, an
agricultural center and a coIlege town, removed in so many ways from the
people and places he is used to.
The objects of power here in the bedroom where he has been staying
for the past three days belong to Meredith. This includes Henry Purcell, a
waIl-eyed Boston buIl terrier who guards the foot of the bed and has
frequent nightmares which cause him to flail his legs and utter plaintive
whuffiing cries. There is a shelf so crowded with bud vases, empty perfume
bottles, and a collection of piano-shaped music boxes that it resembles a
strange pagan altar. There are numerous photos of Meredith in recital
gowns, either bowing or seated at a piano, looking up with adoration at
different, older men in suits with European tailoring-either her teachers or
conductors. Ben recognizes these items for what they are but their power
can do nothing more for him than define Meredith in some remote way that
makes him feel like an interloper.
Because Meredith's kids are absorbed in what they are doing, Ben's
entrance into the living room goes unnoticed. The younger, Robert, is
sprawled on the sofa before the TV set, watching a science fiction movie in
which, so far as Ben can tell, warring factions attack one another from great
distances, destroying each other's equipment in manic displays of electronic
anarchy. Some distance behind him, at a lounge chair with a side table,
Emily is doing her nails. Both have the look of many of the faculty children
Ben has seen in this town, glazed and inward.
The local children of both sexes tend to have short hair, ruddy
complexions; they wear Future Farmer of America jackets, go to Grange
dances and speak with assured knowledge about feed lots and grain futures,
but in every other manner they communicate in a halting monosyIlabic
code. All of them seem to drive vehicles with winches mounted in front;
they know as a second nature how to free a pick-up truck mired in the mud.
A loose-jointed camaraderie floats among them.
The faculty kids gather in uneasy detente at some of the fast food
places, drinking coffee, and wishing there were something available beyond
the local rock-a-billy and public broadcasting stations. The girls wear
acrylic nails and covertly smoke filter-tip cigarettes. The boys tum up the
collars of their shirts and jackets, affecting a pouty indifference to everything. Unlike the locals, these youngsters recognize Ben when they see him,
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call him by his first name, and frequently enlist his help in buying six-packs
of beer or the current favorite, the curved hip-pocket half pints of Korbel
brandy.
Although he has a certain cachet among the faculty kids, due in some
measure to his first wife, and in part because of some of his career
successes, Ben knows he has neither impressed nor interested Emily or
Robert. They tolerate him-not because of who he is but because he is
there.
"Anyone interested in hot chocolate?" Ben asks them.
"Oh, gross," Emily says without looking up.
"Do people still do that?" Robert asks.
"It was just a thought," Ben says. He has begun to watch Emily
applying artificial nails over her own.
Emily's concentration on her task fascinates Ben until she looks
about for some lacquer, then becomes aware of him. Ben feels caught out,
spying on something intimate. "You make that look easy," he says.
"You don't have to entertain us," Emily tells him.
BEN AND MEREDITH met at one of Dr. Hillig's interminable open
houses. Hillig was once an assistant dean in some old-guard college in the
northeast. He has learned well the use of guilt to pressure the letters and
arts faculty into attending gatherings that complete what Hillig likes to call
the Town and Gown loop.
For the two Sunday mornings previous to their meeting at Hillig's,
Meredith had been unable to get to The News Rack by ten, thus
relinquishing her hold on one of the few remaining copies of The New York
Times in town. Ben promptly snapped up the paper, congratulating himself
on being able to find such an immediate link to the world of his custom,
learning from Unkefer, The News Rack owner, of the reserved-til-ten
policy on what Unkefer calls exotic publications.
In the process, Ben also learned of the existence of Meredith, who
frequently bought an assortment of vitamins, Bromo-Seltzer, aspirin, and
other products associated with hangover cures along with her New York
Times. While confiding in Ben how he wouldn't mind at all if Meredith
were to grab him by the love handles, Unkefer also divulged her status as
faculty, making it sound like membership in a witch's coven.
At the next of Dr. Hillig's parties, Ben became aware of a tall
woman with precise, Nordic features who exuded a sense of haunted
vulnerability in the way her shoulders turned inward, her head tilted down,
as though to minimize her height and protect herself from unseen foes. Like
Ben, she was topping off her sherry; equally like Ben, she did not seem
pleased to be at this tumultuous gathering.
Ben was very much attracted by the thin high arch of her brows,
which seemed to reveal more of her immediate feelings than she wanted
known. He was taken as well by the graceful curve of her neck, left bare by
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virtue of her hair being plaited and pinned in a thick coil. By this time, she
was aware of his survey of her and had begun to frown, but even so, he
made no attempt to disguise his interest in determining whether she wore a
wedding ring.
"I'm the one who's been getting your New York Times," he said.
She took refuge in her sherry and then, with a thin smile, gave him a
brief, unguarded moment of trust.
Ben was undone by the gesture. Watching the opaque greyness of
her eyes he felt his desire for her flare. He saw her recognition of this and
then he had an immediate sense of what it was like to be her lover over a
protracted span of time, an intense parabola ending with their hungers and
fantasies driving them apart instead of closer together. Within a matter of a
few heart beats Ben was aching, not only from wanting her but from the
loss of her.
"Why are you looking at me like that?" she said.
"I HAVB NO right to ask you to do this," Meredith tells him.
Ben is on his second cup of hot chocolate laced with some Kahlua
he discovered in one of the kitchen cabinets. "Is everything going all right
for you there?"
"It's snowing," she says with a nervous laugh. "Do you know how
long it's been since I was in a city where it snows?"
"What about your father?"
She laughs again. "Hip replacements are supposed to be like
appendectomies-a little discomfort at first, then everything thriving."
This part went well enough yesterday, but now there is a silent
invitation for him to continue. "What seems to be the trouble?"
"Father hallucinates. He concludes things about me-ugly,
suspicious things-even beyond the ones that are true enough."
Ben sips his chocolate.
"Where are you right now? Meredith asks him.
He braces himself for what he knows is to come. "I'm on your bed,
drinking hot chocolate." Before she can respond, he tells her, "I've put in
some Kahlua 1found in one of the cupboards." This makes him realize he is
trying to divert her, wanting to break the pattern that unfolds when she
calls.
"You must think 1have bottles stashed everywhere."
"I don't think things like that," Ben says. "We live in a drinking
culture. Bottles are all around us. They're the rule, not the exception."
"Ah, Ben," she says. "I wish I were right there, with you."
He takes another sip of the chocolate and waits, watching his toes as
he wriggles them, wishing he had used the rum instead of the Kaluha.
BEN IS IN his office, working on a questionnaire from the tenure
committee when Derek James gives a perfunctory knock, then enters
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swirling a tea bag through a cup of hot water. Ben sets the tenure form
aside but not before James has recognized it with a wry grin. A spare,
blonde Englishman with a profile from an old Roman coin and terse, nasal
inflections, James has the office next door. Cup in one hand, he captures
the teabag in his spoon and makes a garrote of the string, wringing out the
last of the tea.
"They approached you, did they?"
"Yes," Ben says. "They did."
"The deadline for turning in the form was yesterday." He tosses the
teabag into the wastebasket.
"I know," Ben says. "I'm having conflicting thoughts."
James sips his tea. "I'm late, too."
"Most people in our place wouldn't be late."
"No, they wouldn't." James perches on the edge of Ben's desk and
begins thumbing through an anthology, The World's Greatest Drama:
Theater from Aeschylus to Arthur Miller. "Do you use this in class?"
"Absolutely not."
"A great waste, a book like this." James sucks a tooth. "Expensive,
too."
Ben nods. "Tenure means job security."
"Contributions to one's retirement funding."
"Comprehensive medical."
"Tenure is a reward for distinguished work."
"Do you have somewhere else you could go?"
Derek James sets down his tea and spreads both hands. "That's the
problem, isn't it? Tenure means staying here. Central bloody California.
Miles from everything but cows."
"And it isn't as though it was our idea. They approached us."
"Well then. Are you going to turn in the form?"
"Are you?" James smiles at him. When he leaves the office, Ben
returns to the form, puzzling over it as though it holds some hidden
meaning he is too dense to root out.
Some of the departments at Fremont College enjoy high national
rankings. Ben knows this is thanks in some measure to people like himself
and Derek James and Meredith, who can be hired, put on a tenure track,
and advanced even though they do not have a doctoral degree and are not
career academics, not in the sense Dr. Hillig is.
James left Cambridge after two years to pursue a career in repertory
theater, moonlighting as a stand-up monologist.
Meredith does have a master's degree from Julliard, but that wasn't
why she was hired; her career on the concert circuit was why she was hired:
programs and posters for her concerts at Alice Tully Hall and Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion are why she was hired; that famous series of TV ads for
Baldwin pianos, where she played Liszt and Chopin with such a look of
elegant dedication was why she was hired.
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Ben knows there are some professional academics in the more
traditional departments, say political science or history, who indulge the
snide gossip about him: If he hadn't been hired on the basis of who his first
wife was, then he was hired because of his second wife, who surely bought
him in, endowed a chair. Ben knows this is said of him. He also knows it
isn't true. He never took a cent from Sally.
Pure jealousy.
And some of them, seeing Ben, hitting on Meredith that time at Dr.
Hillig's party, they naturally think: What else would you expect from
performance people? At heart, they're all a bunch of minks. A director, for
chrissake; what kind of a profession is that? Positioning people around on
some stage, maybe even telling Meryl Streep, Could you play this scene
with a little more pathos? Or possibly telling whatshername, that intense
blonde from "Fatal Attractions," Glenn Close? Glenn, Honey, could you
open it up a bit, show a little leg or something? Real scholarly pursuit,
right? At least a pianist who does Mozart and Scriabin has some class, some
intellectual stature. No wonder she doesn't go for him, runty little guy like
that.
Liberal arts coeds working on MFAs in dramatics or creative writing,
twenty-one and -two-year-olds who read Harold Pinter and get crying jags,
whose fathers send them on ski vacations in Park City, Utah, they're Ben's
targets of opportunity.
Although Ben finds some of his undergraduate students attractive, he
isn't aroused by them, even the ones who let him know they are available.
With the exception of one desperate weekend with Cindy, the cocktail
waitress at The Saddle Blanket, Ben had nothing going and no prospects
before coming on to Meredith. He was beginning to wonder, getting a
reaction like that from Meredith, would he ever have a relationship again,
or was he at the stage where it was all increments of one night per
encounter and lucky to get that.
In cold, wrenching fact, the night following the afternoon he was so
drawn to Meredith and failed so utterly at having his interest reciprocated,
Ben returned to The Saddle Blanket against all his better instincts. Cindy
remembered him with the pragmatic affection of a working waitress on a
minimum hourly wage-minus uniform allowance-who was dependent on
tips. Subsequently, Ben learned from Cindy that at the time of his rendezvous with her, she had already been a grandmother and had during the past
week become one for the second time. The compromises he was later
willing to make on this issue were mooted by the presence of a second
baseman from a Class C League baseball team, young enough in
appearance to require him to show Cindy proof of date of birth, and who by
all relevant accounts that night became Ben's nemesis.
Hungover and wretched the next morning, Ben walked to The News
Rack, arriving at five minutes before ten, hoping for a chance at the only
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available solace, The New York Times. For the second time in as many days,
his viscera was dealt a great blow.
"Heels? " he said, stunned when Meredith arrived to claim her paper.
"You put on heels to come for The New York Times?" Ben felt immobilized
by the effect of her low-cut chintz dress, patterned with large, brightly
colored flowers.
"So what's wrong with heels?" Unkefer smirked at Ben before
handing Meredith the last copy of The Times.
Meredith flared at Ben. "I wouldn't come out with you yesterday, so
now you choose to think of me as eccentric." She drew her arms apart in a
stately gesture, "Not that it's any of your affair," she said, "but this is part
of a ritual. 1 try to do this for myself at least once a week. 1 don't really
dress for classes or faculty meetings and I rarely go out except for those
dreadful parties."
"I wasn't making fun of you," Ben said. "Quite the contrary. The
effect is piercing."
"Absolutely," Unkefer said. "Piercing."
Meredith's cloudy grey eyes scanned over Ben like border beacons
probing for illegal aliens. "The answer is still no to anything vaguely
resembling a date with you." She seemed to be in debate with herself. "I
know a place a few blocks from here where they have an espresso machine
and if you'd like, I'd be willing to have coffee there and share my paper
with you this one time."
Ben nodded, following her at a slight remove until they reached her
car, aware that her heels gave her at least an inch advantage over him,
possibly more, making him wonder, had she seen his patch of pattern
baldness the size of a Kennedy half dollar.
Meredith frowned as she caught his focus when she swung her legs
in under the steering wheel. "This isn't going to work," she announced.
"You're still making me uneasy. 1don't like the way you're looking at me."
"I'll keep my eyes on the horizon."
"Tell me you aren't making fun now."
"I'll be considerate," Ben said getting in the car. And he
purposefully looked ahead or out the window on his side, trying to distract
himself from understanding how much he wanted her as she drove a few
blocks away to a small mall in which all the stores were closed except for a
laundromat and a coffee shop. Meredith's Subaru wagon was the only car
on the lot.
After Meredith turned off the ignition and removed the key, Ben
became aware of her, watching him. "Damn it," she said.
"Now what?"
"You'd better be serious."
Ben had been trying to avoid eye contact until they were out of the
car, but hearing her voice he turned and then they were at each other, across
the no-man's land of the gear shift mound, struggling with the inner
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logistical problems of a car. Ben tried to get at and then reached the b~ck of
her neck not so much kissing as pressing his lips, working up the side of
her face to her brow line. Meredith tugged at his chest and shoulders, trying
to work her way underneath him, then giving up and moving on t?P of him.
"You'd better be serious," she said, pushing them apart from their first full
kiss. Then she drew her arms together behind his shoulders.
HENRY PURCELL IS having one of his wuffle dreams, pedaling his
spindly legs as though running from some unseen pursuer, emitting
poignant yelps. Watching him, Ben wonders what pursuers such a dog, so
well beloved and protected by Meredith, could possibly fear. As he listens
to Meredith speaking to him from across a continent, describing how much
she wants him, he wonders what new thing has come to haunt her. He
wonders if she has poured herself something because she knows he is
drinking now.
If she were there with him neither of them would be drinking; it is
not something they need to do together. They would instead be at his
apartment or in her room, doing some of the things she has been talking to
him about, an intensity underscoring her voice that has emerged only since
she has been away in Boston. It is not that she avoided talking about sex
before her trip, but now when she does, there is an edge in her voice, a
desperation, as though she is trying to recapture something.
If she were with him now, there is no question what they would do, a
fact that makes him realize how much they have begun to need each other.
Ben visualizes how, afterward, he would awaken, aware of her holding on
to a part of his arm, her unpinned long hair a blonde spill over his chest. He
would be aware of having slept through an entire dream cycle without once
being awakened by the content. "This business with your father?" he said.
"I think it's the pain killers they give him. When he isn't taking
them, he doesn't think those things." There is the note of a catch in her
voice.
"What things?" When he gets no answer, he asks again.
"It has to do with the help he gave me when I was young. He did
quite a bit for me."
Ben begins to get a suspicion. "What's so wrong with that? My folks
helped me, even when I wasn't such a kid anymore."
When she takes a long moment to answer, the suspicion turns into a
prickle of dread. "It's the pain killers," she says. "They're going to try
different kinds so he won't hallucinate. He's been accusing me-he speaks
of how ungrateful I am, how I have no idea how much he sacrificed to give
me lessons and get me into school."
"I thought you had a full scholarship for Julliard."
He can tell she is crying now and trying not to let him know. "It took
a lot to reach the point where I could compete for that."
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"I don't care ifhe's hallucinating or not. What he's saying is a form
of blackmail. You've got to see that, Meredith."
She begins to sound as though she were quoting from a prepared
statement hostages are given to read on ransom tapes prepared by their
captors. ''I'll tell you what I see. I see how I married someone I didn't care
for all that much. First I made him want me and then I made him desperate
to get me away from my home and all to himself. We'd be sitting in his car
late at night? And while he was telling me how much he had to have me, I
was running scales and chord progressions in my mind. I see how he
wanted kids and how I didn't because I knew I'd fall in love with them once
I had them."
Ben feels things moving beyond his grasp. "I'm sorry," he says.
"Sorry you found out?"
"Sorry you felt you had to do that."
Meredith has recovered. She is in control again. He can visualize the
way her shoulders turn in. "I can't come back yet," she says. "Not until he's
out of pain."
Before he can respond, she says "I'm losing you. I don't trust myself
to be away from you yet, so I overdo things. I call you every night and
overdo things. And now I'm losing you."
AFTER HIS FINAL class the next afternoon, Ben sits in his apartment,
drinking coffee and looking at his personal effects. He wants something
stronger than coffee and is afraid to take it, afraid to get started. He rented
his rooms already furnished but over the months of his occupancy, he has
added a reading lamp and a comfortable chair, which he sinks into while
looking at his mail. Important things generally come to his office. Hardly
anything comes here for him except advertisements from local merchants
and the magazines he subscribes to.
He is trying to focus on the junkmail, fighting his impulse to retrieve
from the old fashioned coat rack the denim jacket he recognizes as
Meredith's and which he has just noticed. The junk mail offers him an
unparalleled opportunity to invest in a chance of a lifetime, a small
ranchette in the foothills of the Sierra Nevadas, miles away from the bad air
and noisy ambience of the big city. A colorful brochure exhorts Ben to
build equity in the future, to consider Sierra Ranchos a place for vacation
now and a leisurely retirement later.
Ben already feels removed from the city; he has no wish to go where
he can feel even more isolated. The thought of being more remote gives him
a shiver, and he looks again at his treasures scattered about the room. From
them Ben gets the uneasy image of his things being like headstones,
monuments, funeraries. He moves across the room to the coat rack,
succumbing to Meredith's denim jacket, burying his face in it, hopeful of it
holding some of her scent.
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After becoming involved with Meredith, Ben has bought three large
vases for flowers, numerous changes of bed linens, and several sets of bath
towels. Prior to Meredith's sudden need to go to Boston, they spent a good
deal of time here.
Every time Meredith mentions what they do here, she speaks of it as
their silliness, but she does not mean this as a pejorative and in fact, when
she talks of it, she does so with a flush surfacing in her cheeks that causes
Ben to melt. What Meredith means by their being silly is eating take-out
meals from the one Chinese restaurant in town, taking showers together,
talking endlessly, listening to music, and making love. Sometimes after they
have been silly, Ben has awakened and felt his eyes mist from the intensity
of it.
He has found a large, comfortable-looking
bed at the discount
furniture store in the large former barn at the east end of town. The only
reason he has not already bought it to replace the creaky, smaller bed that
came with the apartment is because he has been looking for a way to
suggest to Meredith that they give up their apartments and rent a house
large enough for all of them, a place where they can also rent a piano for
her.
Even though things were, by Meredith's own admission, comfortable
between them, Ben feared things could turn into a mine field it he did not
properly approach the matter of their living together.
Ben's lares and penates do not serve him now, nor is it comforting to
recall that he had earlier been able to attract as mates two women who were
remarkably bright, sufficient, and independent. The denim jacket does
indeed contain a strong hint of Meredith's musk, which is no help, no help
at all. He finishes his coffee, wondering if it is better to be alone than be so
drawn to someone.
At the only non-franchise pizzeria in town, he picks up two large
pizzas for Meredith's kids, then presents himself at her apartment. The
quick glance between Emily and Robert tells him they'd been warned not to
expect him. Whatever contingency they'd been alerted to expect, it was not
him, bearing two large cardboard containers, wafting yeasty adventures.
After Emily checks each box, Ben can tell she is impressed when she
discovers one of the pizzas is vegetarian. Even though a neighbor arrives
moments later, bearing an enormous salad, Emily stays with the pizza.
The neighbor is an older woman with the easy-going cynicism of one
who is incapable of being surprised by anything young people do. "Your
mother asked me to bring this," she says, taking note of Ben without
comment, "and to see if you need any money."
"I'll take care of things," Ben says, hoping but not sure this will get
back to Meredith. The presence of the neighbor alerts Ben not to expect a
call from Meredith tonight, confirming his awareness that she believes he
no longer wants her. It touches him to the core that she has such immediate
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reflexes for contingency care. The suddenness of it disturbs him, sets him
adrift.
The TV is on, but Emily and Robert sit at the dining table with Ben,
not conversing, but not watching the TV, either. Ben is not fooled by the
gesture. If there were anything but game shows and network news on, he
would be eating alone, or with Henry Purcell for his only company.
IT IS LONG past the time when Meredith customarily calls. Ben has not
been able to get to sleep. He is shuddering and alone in Meredith's bed,
shifting interminably for a comfortable position, disturbing Henry Purcell,
and causing him to circle about for a position of his own. Late one night
before Ben took up with Meredith, when he could not get to sleep, he
learned while watching one of the few TV channels broadcasting at that
hour how some animal behavioralists believe dogs circle as they do to tamp
down a safe place for themselves in the snow or grass. Ben believes he
could sleep if he were home in his own bed, but he is riveted here in this
place by things he cannot see, circling alone in the bed of a woman who
believes he no longer wants her.
He turns the lamps on, blinks against the glare, then looks about the
room, trying to get a better sense of Meredith, looking at the inanimate
things she cares about as though they contain some clues to the inordinate
fear that clutched onto him when she spoke with such certainty of having
lost him. He considers phoning her; it will be after three in the morning in
Boston and were he to do so, she would answer with a flutter in her voice
like a bird, suddenly trapped in a room, frantic and desperate. It would not
be fair to do that to her now. He could have called last night but not now.
Opening the door to the master bedroom and moving out into the
living room, he is aware of the lights still being on, the TV blinking like a
rheumy eye. Emily and Robert have fallen asleep on the sofa. It is a moving
tableau; they do not like to sit together and do so only when they are at the
dinner table or in a restaurant. Watching them for a moment, Ben realizes
they have banded as closely as they are able in order to ward off phantoms
of their own.
They will be groggy and surly in the morning, but he does not
awaken them. He pours himself a glass of milk, takes it back to the
bedroom, where he sits on the floor next to Henry Purcell, sipping quietly
until he is ready to try sleep again.
He awakens moments before the alarm, showers, shaves, and dresses
before Emily and Robert stir. Sometime in the night, they have awakened
and gone to their separate rooms. Ben has time for a solitary cup of coffee
before the kids appear, Robert to prepare Henry Purcell's breakfast and let
him out, Emily to set out the toast, jam, and peanut butter.
None of them speaks until yet another neighbor arrives, bearing a
large covered pot from which wisps of steam curl. The neighbor has permfrizzed short red hair. She projects the energy and purpose of an early riser,
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and like all such people seems to know by instinct where things are, no
matter whose home she is in. She finds bowls and spoons, then delves into
the container she has brought, ladling intimidating portions of a gluey
cereal for each of them. "Hot oatmeal," she announces.
"Gross," Emily says.
"It's good for you," the neighbor counters without missing a beat.
"I never eat much for breakfast," Robert says.
The neighbor jousts at him like a truck stop waitress. "And don't you
just look like it, too. Sallow skin. Bags under the eyes. What woman's
going to want to take you home?"
"He's only twelve," Emily defends him.
"Not a moment too soon," the neighbor says, giving Robert's hair an
affectionate muss.
Ben jollies her out the door, using his most sincere voice to assure
her they will clean their plates and have seconds. He is so convincing in his
protestations to the neighbor that Emily and Robert look at him as though
he has betrayed them.
In the doleful glances they send him, there is a brief spark that
ignites Ben's spirits. For a moment he feels like embracing them, but if he
does some tenuous membrane will be ruptured leaving them as before,
barely tolerant strangers. Instead, Ben reaches for the oatmeal container and
empties the contents of each of their bowls back into it. He replaces the
cover with great ceremony, then winks at them.
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The Road to Canterbury,
Charles

F.A. Hart

T

he inside of an office is a terrible place.
The Chair of the English Department at Rose State, then-he
who sat in it-was James Brophy: short, thin-faced, amiable and
only at times taut with overtones of vibrant fretfulness as though some
cosmic hand had spread him across too broad a canvas.
He was, one day in spring between the Crimean War and the
Millenium, sitting hunched at his desk, looking carefully in front of him
across the drifts of paperwork, eroded moguls, smoothed half-level mounds
of the next semester's schedule of courses. (There was a note from one
colleague: "I'd really appreciate it if you'd stop giving me my God damned
classes in rooms that end in 13. Maybe you can get it straight. Murphy
never could"-Murphy, Brophy's predecessor). Brophy was looking with
care and hope at the spot on his wall in between his wife's picture and a
reminder note to call some corporation about something. He looked at the
wall because he had an appointment coming in a minute and the wall
seemed to work, had indeed worked before, as a mind clearer.
He of the 13.... The door from his secretary's office clicked as she
opened it, just in time to keep Brophy from thinking about him of the 13.
The student came in.
"Dr. Brophy?"
He had swung his swivel chair with perfect timing to meet the
student's eye as she came in, but missed the chair foot with his when he
tried to stop the swing, and caught himself at the next, ninety degrees too
far, looking back over his right shoulder at her. "Yes?"
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"Y'
I think I'm supposed to .... " She was hesitating just
ou re . . .
d fai 1 hi
inside the door as the secretary closed it behind her. Tall, blon , amt YIp,
more than faintly hippy. Jeans, loose blouse ....
"Miss ... Dimmely?" She nodded gratefully, reassured that someone
knew a name. "Sit down, please. You've got a complaint about a faculty
member, Pearl said. My secretary."
"Oh. I guess I do." Oh, hell, Brophy thought. She was seated, taut
and still after one brief squirm in her chair. He smiled encouragingly. "I just
... " she said. "Dr. Brophy, do you know Dr. Ackerman? Is he a doctor?"
Brophy-unsure whether the last question was a side issue, or the
heart of the matter, that about which the complaint would, in the fullness of
time, be made-opted, as always, for patience. "Oh, yes, he has a Ph.D.
Berkeley. Why?"
"Well ... " she said. Brophy sighed internally. More fun, I suppose,
he thought, than room assignments. Tense, I'd say: meaning Miss Dimmely.
"I have this class from him, and it's funny now I'm here I feel just awful
because he's a nice person but. ... " Don't stop now, Miss Dimmely,
Brophy thought, not when you're doing so well. Ackerman, if I have to do
another one of these for you ....
"Miss Dimmely," he said, "let me explain something. You did say to
Pearl that you had a complaint, yes?" Grateful nod. "I'm in a somewhat
delicate position, then"-he had in fact been rocking precariously in his
chair, and she glanced at it, and gave a faint, baffled nod·- "because you
have every right to complain about anything that you consider misconduct
or ... unfairness, but I'm not really inclined to ... solicit complaints, I
don't think"-so, he thought, what in God's name do you want, damn it"that would be quite proper. You see?"
"Oh, I do. Yes. It's just that the rest of the students ... some of them
asked me to talk to someone about it and .... He's been having us take his
teddy bear's temperature."
Jesus, Mary and Joseph, Brophy thought. He gave up quickly, and
smiled.
"That does sound a little eccentric, I agree. The class.
?"
"Oh, they do it, it's just-"
"I mean what class is it?"
"Freshman comp."
"Oral or rectal?"
Miss Dimmely blushed and looked away. "Rec ... yes. rectal"
"In the posterior?" he asked. She had seemed uncertain of the rword, and now looked at him blankly, uncertain of the p-word.
"I don't-"
"Up the ass?"
"Yes, and I ... we're .... " She was leaning forward as though it was
all, thank God, going to get said, but still hesitating.
"Has he said why he's having you do-"

"It's driving us nuts, Dr. Brophy, he brings this God damned Gund
bear into class every day. And puts it on the table in front of a chair,
because the day he put it in the God damned chair the books he had piled
up slipped and-What?"
"What? os, why-"
"And I'm so damned sick of looking at that little furball and he talks
to it, Dr. Brophy, he absolutely screamed at-" She's really quite good
looking, Brophy thought, when she rolls her eyes that way. Damn it,
Ackerman, you"Miss Dimmely."
"What?"
"The question I asked you was, Did. He. Tell. You. Why. Did he tell
you. Why he brings the bear in and has you take its temperature?"
"To loosen us up."
I don't think it's working, Ackerman, he thought, she looks tight to
me. Maybe it's to loosen up the bear.
"Why ... " he said. "Oh, you mean for writing.... " Oh, hell, he
thought, do the rest of it. "Has it?"
"Has it loosened us?" Her flush was back, deeper, her eyes directly
on him now, widened, lips taut and parted and drawn back across very
angry and rather attractive teeth.
"No," he said. "I think I can see that it wouldn't."
"Dr. Murphy," she said-"Brophy," he said-"the last time we
wrote an essay in there was the first day of the semester. That was twelve
weeks ago, it's April already, and I just-I'd like to learn something, Dr.
Bromer, instead of shoving that stupid-he has some kind of special
hardware thing that lets it go in easier. . . ."
Brophy looked away, out his grey glass slot window, towards the
campus water tower with the comer of the blue gila monster emblem, just
the snout showing; towards, beyond that, the Kamchatka Peninsula. Oh,
rage for order, pale Ramon, he thought.
He and Miss Dimmely agreed that, if there was anything at all to be
done about the sorry state of her education, talking to Ackerman was
perhaps the only method of achieving that laudable through seemingly
distant goal. His, in fact, talking to Ackerman. Miss Dimmely, he thought
as she awkwardly thanked him and left awkwardly, bumping her ample
denim flank on his office door, there are things I would much rather be
doing with you than talking about Ackerman's Gund. Much, much rather.
After a few minutes decreasingly amused reflection-staring, while
doing so, at his wife's picture, because he did not need to calm down
now-he stuck his head out his door into Pearl's office.
"555-2819," Pearl said.
"She told you."
"Just that it was Ackerman."
"Could you ... ?"
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"Do," Pearl said, "I get the rest of the afternoon off?"
.
"Pearl, if you will call Ackerman so 1 only have to talk to him the
once you can have the rest of the year off."
, Brophy, Brophy, he thought as he shut the door on Pearl's tired
Teutonic grin-she was rumored to have begun her employment a.t Rose
State immediately after a successful but unusually brutal tour as aide-decamp to the military attache at an East German munitions p~ant, and to ha~e
never (since receiving US citizenship, at least) undone the Iron-grey bun ill
which she wore her hair-Brophy,
he thought, you couIda been a
contender.
It came as no surprise when, five minutes later, Pearl stuck her
perky, big-boned, wrinkled face back through the door-Doors,
he thought,
that's what's wrong with this office, there are doors in it-and
said, "First
thing in the morning. Eight. I'll be in at nine."
"Ackerman at eight?"
"No, Ann-Margaret. Have a nice evening, Dr. Brophy."
Fact, Brophy thought, as he waited at home that evening for his wife,
I would much rather have been taking Miss Dimmely's rectal temperature
than talking about talking to Ackerman.
Fact, he thought, as he heard his wife's car pull up in front-it had a
distinctive whine in the engine and screech in the brakes-the
last time 1
had one of these with Ackerman the thing that was most maddening was
that he sounded rational, when he talked about whatever the hell he'd been
doing it made sense. What-?
The front door clacked to her key-the
wife-and
his effort to
remember the last round, the last time there had been a student complaint
about the dreaded Ackerman was drowned in the ordinary niceties of
homecoming. His wife, named Margaret, almost a head taller than he and
leaner and more muscular by far, worked in the Ocotillo County Probation
Office, with a caseload of juvenile abusers of their parents and adult
burglars who had abused their own adolescence, and Brophy was a little in
awe of her because, with a workday filled with people whose wannest
ambition was to find someone shorter than they were and make their ears
ring, she came home, most days, calmer than he.
She leaned down to the couch to kiss him hello. "Good day?" she
asked.
"Same as usual, Maggie. I'm still working on the schedule. I had a
student come in to complain about Ackerman again."
"Oh, God,"
"I'll tell you about it," he said.
"Shoes off first."
Ten tninutes later, Miss Dimmely's deposition summarized, he said,
"So I've got an appointment with him tomorrow morning, first thing. What
I'd really like to do is put a ring through his nose and sell him at a
stockyard,"
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"I don't understand," she said, "how someone this crazy could have
gotten tenure in the first place."
"Cunning. He was probably saving his pennies the whole time before
he got tenure and putting the Gund through college so it could team teach
with him."
"What was it that other time?"
"You know, 1 was sitting here before you got home trying to
remember, and can't for ... something about mantras?"
"I thought," she said, "that was Simpson."
"You're right," he said. "My memory gets worse every year." Your
memory is turning to week-old bean curd, Brophy, he thought, you sit in
that damned office ....
"Honey," Margaret said.
"What, love?"
"Let's make love."
He had the oddest sensation as he understood what she was saying.
He was looking at her of course, his eyes focused on her, but what seemed
somehow central in his vision was the wall beyond her face, at the far end
of the room, textured with unfinished grape stake and hung with a trompe
I 'oeil painting of a wild-eyed man staring directly at the viewer out of a
rough wood frame from which hung a padlock, making the frame a prison
door. It was out of focus beyond Margaret's smile and bright, damp, calm
eyes, and seemed to fade with exquisite slowness from his awareness as he
re-focused on her.
"Give me a moment, my love," he said, "to get this other business
off my mind."
"That's why we should make love, honey." She was leaning towards
him, hands supporting her weight on the couch between them and inching
towards him, playful and precise as moon buggies, revving towards his
thigh.
"I keep seeing," he said, "the south ends of Gund bears." They had
played this game before.
"Wait," she said, "till you see my south end. No thermometers,
though."
He leaned towards her, clamped his hands on her perambulant wrists
long enough to get his mouth on hers, then stroked a breast or two as he slid
and lipped the kiss. Then a quick break for the hall, with her chasing him,
both laughing like idiots to the bedroom. Try to understand, Miss Dimmely,
he thought as he stroked Margaret's much less muscular seeming now that
it was horizontal body, it would probably not have worked out for us
anyway.
Hours later-ten
o'clock? a quarter to two thousand AD?-Brophy
lay in bed next to Margaret's ample law officer's fanny trying to get to
sleep and failing, Ackerman spinning slowly and weightlessly in his brain, a
mote in his mind's eye. What the hell was it, he thought, that we had the
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problem about before, Ackerman and the world and 17 The mantras had
been Simpson. Simpson had had his classes writing essays with as much
repetition as possible, prose poem haikus he had called them, and someone
had blown the whistle on him when he had read aloud in class, declaring it
best of batch, a six hundred word theme consisting entirely of repetition,
with varied order and emphasis, of the four words, "It's the real thing."
With, as Brophy recalled, a thesis statement that read, "Real, real, real, real,
real, real, real." Or words to that effect. But what Ackerman had done
eluded him.
Most of the Department, of course, was not like this, Brophy
thought. Ackerman. Simpson. Perhaps you should count Valenzuela on the
down side. He wore those damned fish-net shirts to class, but actually had a
rather mean way with a sonnet analysis. The rest-Brophy himself among
them, for the most part-toiled humbly and plausibly, modestly dedicated
lumberjacks in the Groves of Academe. Of course it would be the problem
cases, the Unusuals, that would take up a disproportionate amount of any
Chair's time and consciousness, setting as it were his mental mood. So what
the hell was it Ackerman did that time?

It was approaching two AM when he got to his office that morning,
unable to sleep and ravenous for the memory of Ackerman's last outrage.
It'll be someplace in the damned files, he thought, unless Pearl has used it
to level her bed at home or sold it to the National Enquirer.
He had left a note for Margaret-not wanting her to worry, of
course-saying, in surprisingly shakey handwriting, "Don't worry, love, I'll
be home as soon as I can after the Festival." He was damned if he could
remember which festival it was, but that would give her something to look
forward to. As soon as he was at his desk he dialed the Time and
Temperature number of a randomly chosen major city on each line of the
office phone and as soon as it answered put it on hold, thus ensuring
privacy while he worked on the files.
The files.
It took him quite a while to find, in Pearl's office, the section where
she kept--ensconced between her previous year's tax return and the folder
tabbed, cryptically enough, Student Recipes-the personnel folders on
Department faculty. Simpson of the mantras was there, and Brophy himself;
Valenzuela, and Carol Fields who had once threatened to tie Valenzuela's
net shirt to his body with his own chest hair. And, thank God, Ackerman.
Brophy took the file to his desk, sat, and undid a couple of the top buttons
of his shirt in the dank night air as he started to read.
Seventeen years the son of a bitch has been here, Brophy thought as
he read the original job application-Xerox thereof. He was hot on the trail
now, imagining his mind's tongue lolling like that of a hound near the end
of a ten mile run to the possum's tree, but he forced himself to read every
section of the application, every sentence, word, syllable and grapheme
with care, so that the truth, when it arrived, would mean something.
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My God, I feel warm, he thought, and unbuttoned his shirt the rest of
the way and slipped it off, carefully hanging it on the back of his swivel
chair. He winked amiably at Margaret's picture and went back to work.
Evaluation reports, requests for travel funding, sabbatical
applications-Ackerman was perhaps the only English PhD in America
who had wanted to do the definitive study of the influence of the poetry of
DH Lawrence on the interior decor of New Mexico gas station lavatoriesmemos from long-transubstantiated vice presidents, copies of course
syllabi. By the time Brophy had worked his way through most of the file to
the record of Ackerman's last documented conflict with a student, he was
ready to pull off his socks, and did so, tucking them carefully into the
pockets of the pants he had draped carefully over the shirt on the chair
back. Of course, he thought.
What Ackerman had done made, in context, perfect sense. About a
year and a half before (not the same season, Brophy thought, he's trying to
fake us out, it can't be as simple as every spring), Ackerman had called a
student, a young woman, in for an office conference after she had failed a
diagnostic essay. He had then offered to take the student's rectal
temperature.
The student had told the Chair-Murphy,
then, Brophy's
predecessor-that the thing that bothered her the most was that for one
horrible second, before she left Ackerman's office in outrage, she had been
going to have him do it.
Brophy had taken part in the let's get this idiocy straightened out
meeting not as Chair, but as a Disinterested Third Party, and so,
disinterestedly, had forgotten the whole damned thing.
So it is part of a pattern, Brophy thought. I've got the bastard now. A
year and a half ago that, and now this, and bingo. What could be simpler?
Tired and happy, he turned away from his desk to look at his wall
clock. Past six. A good night's work, he thought, and despite the fact that I
have no clothes on at all I'm warm as toast. By God, I am good at this.
Ackerman won't know what hit him.
He looked out his grey glass slot window at the growing light that
greyed and tinged with blue the sky beyond the water tower. The water
tower was visible only in sillhouette, its gila monster there of course but
clinging as yet to darkness and invisible in shade. For once, Brophy
thought, I am going to enjoy this.
When the azure lizard was just taking shape before his eyes and he
was sure it was still there he nodded sharply to himself, leaned back in his
swivel chair, propped his bare, faintly calloused heels up on the blotter pad
on the edge of his Desk of State, laced his fingers across his breastbone, let
his chin droop forward, and drifted off for a quick nap-naked as a jay bird
... waiting for day.
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YoungBim

Kevin McCaughey
From World Scope, September 12, 1989

B

efore President Lim Bim of the Democratic People's Republic of
Navalu put an end to his closed-door policy, virtually the only
printed matter made available to Western eyes was the Product of
the DPRN on the cellophane wrapping of the island's sole export, Red
Twisty Whip Licorice. Now with the dismantling of Bim's "Coconut-Husk
Curtain" the USA has received a wealth of information on the tiny Pacific
island country. The most exhaustive source about the enigmatic statesman
himself is Lim Bim: Legendary Hero and Model Leader, the first volume of
which is due for commercial release this fall. The monumental nine-volume
work, totaling nearly five thousand pages, follows the course of Bim's
expulsion of the Japanese forces in 1941, his enactment of Marxist
economic reforms, and his astonishing success in transforming the island
into a self-sufficient industrial nation. But why has Bim so suddenly sought
to renew relations with the USA, traditional capitalist enemy of the DPRN?
In his book Socialist Industry: Will It Work? Dr. Helmut Burgenheim
speculates:
Bim recognizes the limitations of his economic plan. The
country which once thrived upon the income of its
gargantuan Twisty Red Factory-Bim's
idiosyncratic
attempt at industrialization-has in the past two years seen
manufacturing costs skyrocket, and consequently the
Navaluans are suffering the crunch of a severe depression .
. . . Nor should Bim's inflated ego be underestimated. He
has always lived under the economic shadow of his ethnic
neighbors, the Nauruans, who have the highest per capita
income in the world, higher than that of Kuwait.
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The island of Navalu lies some 800 miles east of the Republic of
Kiribati (formerly the Gilberts) and 1,500 miles southeast of Hawaii. Aside
from sporadic visits by whalers and German missionaries in the late
nineteenth
century, the Navaluans
enjoyed relatively
uninterrupted
traditional lives until the Japanese occupation of 1941. When eighteen
months later Lim Bim had-without
Allied aid-ousted
Japanese forces, he
swore "never to let another vampire vessel anchor (there] again," I an edict
which has held true for nearly half a century.
Lim Bim: Legendary Hero and Model Leader was written by The
Editorial Committee for the Biography of Comrade Lim Bim, and rendered
into English by the Committee for the Translation of the Biography of
Comrade Lim Bim. It was published in Pyongyang, North Korea. The
dedication page reads: "To General Lim Bim on the occasion of his sixtyfifth birthday." World Scope presents Chapter 34 of Volume I, a selection
indicative of Bim's inclination towards Marxist thinking, and a narrative
capturing the gritty Navaluan insurgence against the Japanese and Bim's
corresponing rise to national hero and revered leader. It can also be read as
a satisfying whole.
The year is 1943, and Bim is a young man of twenty. The editorial
emendations within are those of World Scope.
CHAPTER 34: FIRST VICTORY!
1. A True Revolutionary Spirit is Lost
In the small school house outside Bimaki, Comrade Lim Bim spoke
out the advanced ideas of Marxism-Leninism. The Future Leader's father
was unable to address the secret circle himself, still suffering from the
wounds inflicted [upon] him by the brigandish Japanese imperialist
aggressors. Nevertheless, young Comrade Bim inspired his compatriots
with critical wrath. He said to them:

"No landlord must remain in this world to squeeze people. The
Japs, landlords, and capitalists are equally as one."
After this clandestine meeting, the illustrious Comrade became wellknown amongst the island's workers for his deep understanding
of
economics and social reforms, and his strong, anti-Japanese essence.
But grave news awaited Comrade Bim on his return to the small hut
at Bimaki Bay. The Comrade's father lay in a severe stage of illness. Weak
though he was, the revolutionary-spirited Nakilu Bim called his son to his
side. He spoke with the weak voice of a very old and nationalistic father
who is about to die:
"My son, I have taught you the three most important things I know. I
have taught you to mingle with comrades and acutely judge their characters;
I Lin Bim: Legendary Hero and Model Leader, Ch. 35, p. 689.
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I have taught you the nine principles of rallying compatriots.? and I have
taught you how to arouse a woman with a piece of string." Now you must
promise me one thing. I will die soon-"
"No father!"
"Hush, my son. Now listen. You must promise me that you will
never give up the rebellion until we regain the fatherland-and even then
you may wish to continue it."
"I will never give it up, father. I live for the rebellion. It is my one
joy, rebelling."
"And I know you will succeed, for I have had a dream. I saw you,
Lim Bim, standing atop Mount Urugulu flagellating the Jap hell-raisers with
a blood-red whip." You will lead our people to victor[y]!"
On October 12, 1940, Nakilu Bim, who had devoted many years
towards the liberation of his country, died at a too-early age. As a last
demonstration of love, he gave his son a shark skin sack containing a
powerful plastic explosive.
His father's death came as an enraging shock to Comrade Lim Bim
and enlivened his towering hatred of the Japanese aggressors. But the virile
young leader knew he must suppress his nude emotions and follow his
father's instructions. He must form a guerilla force and educate the
populace concerning the socio-political problems of the country.
2. A Message for the Oppressed
Each night Comrade Bim risked his life under the very noses of the
aggressing Japanese mercenaries, sneaking through the jungle to village
after village and offering revolutionary education and organization, while
counseling the hungry and irritable. Always the audience was clouted with
admiration by his uncommonly high aspirations, wide and profound
knowledge, and generosity. They lavished praise all over him.
2 There is no record in the text as to what these nine principles might be. For a speculative
treatise on the subject, see A.S. Larnmington's "The Exhortation of the Proletariat: the
Maoist Influence on Rites of Enlistment in Kampuchea, Laos, and Navalu," Southeast
Asia/Pacific Political Journal; Aug. 17, 1984.

3 A sacred sexual custom which-though
sometimes mentioned-is
never overtly
discussed. In Sir Arthur McGagen's Spectres of Islands (London: John Murray 1938), he
notes that the "practice was originally carried out with the thorny leaves of the pandanus
tree, which were softened by soaking in coconut milk and saltwater ... then dried" (p. 60).
The act was prohibited by the Japanese, one of the many privations the Navaluans found
intolerable.
4 Curiously, perhaps because he did not literally realize his father's prophecy, Him used
this dream as a blueprint for the country's industrialization program. For the first time,
the free world has gained insight into the genesis of the Red Twisty Whip Licorice factory.
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It had been only two weeks since the Comrade's first rousing speech
at Bimaki, yet talk of the young leader-for
so they now called him-had
spread to every hut on the island. Comrade Bim was fond of professing that
the young were the island's hope and future. Unluckily, the lap ruffians
caught wind of this, and from a brutish sense of irony, spitefully massacred
the adult population of the village called Akani, the place which is today
known as Sufferer's Heap.
Hearing of this assault, the noble but embittered
Comrade
Commander-for
so they also called him-thrusted
himself towards the
village, adroitly dodging lap patrols. But there in the jungle Comrade Bim
had an ominous feeling, as if a stranger had been pasted to the back of his
scalp.> At one point he saw something flash with utter lissomeness through
the foilage [sic]. Could it have been the Iku Iku Bird?"
From a distance Comrade Bim heard the whimpering of children and
saw smoke rising into the skies above Akani village. And when he at last
came upon Akani, the great and Benevolent Leader felt an unquenchable
suffering in his heart.
Comrade Bim later wrote the following verses describing this "most
unquenchable
of suffering heart pangs," his first view of the shattered
village and its throe-ridden youths:
Most mournful vision.
Wee children in the quagmire of desolation.
How your eyes yearn for a now-absent fatherly figure!
But wait! Can you hear a voice? A voice no less gruffy [sic]
than a coconut husk, or of old grey Onolof?
Enliven your bitter spirits!
Soon we will prosper
And I leading you.
Just think of it!

freely in industrial

self-sufficiency.

5 Though the original text is not available, it can be supposed that the translators have
rendered the Navaluan idiom for "the feeling of being watched" (binoku fititi rubala aka)
directly into English.
6 In Navaluan mythology the Iku Iku bird signifies danger. It is reputed by natives to have
the power to transform itself into a pair of human breasts, often female, so alluringly
beautiful that no mortal can gaze upon them and live.
7 In Chapter 28, Onolo is described as "that old warbling fellow, who stood down at the
baths and hooted at his own buttocks."
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The meager children were huddled in a circle, crying vociferously.
The Great Leader-for
so the guerillas had taken to calling him-took
into
his arms a small girl, bruised and sooty, no more than nine years of age.
In a velvety and fatherly voice he said:
"Tell me what happened, my child."
"The Japanese aggressors were simply merciless," responded the
sobbing girl. "They cracked down harshly on our elders, our families. They
ran amuck to obliterate with bayonets our several-thousand-year
long
culture and history that would flourish if our people won freedom. They
plunged the people of the village into a morass of humiliation and poverty,
starvation and nonrights, trampled down the lives of our parents and bled
them white. The imperialist troops burnt houses, ravaged crops and cruelly
slaughtered old people, women, and chickens. My own mother, Luba Luma,
I watched dragged away for purposes of rape no doubt. 'Now we shall see
what becomes of your revolution,' they scoffed with slicing irony. Oh, how
I boil with a bitter hatred for the aggressors and yearn for the day of
liberation, independence, and the abolition of private property."
The Fatherly Comrade Commander-for
so the children preferred to
call him-touched
the girlchild's shoulder with the painful feeling of a true
father who has been separated from his daughter for a really long time.
It was here at Akani Village, on January 28, 1941, that the first
Children's Brigade was formed.
3. Building the Revolution!
But there was little time for trammg. The Great and Spirited
Comrade had received orders from his dying father that the Japanese radio
outpost under construction at Hulakula Cove must be destroyed before its
completion could be engineered. At present, only three Jap buccaneers
guarded the building, but in two days, reinforcements would arrive; and
then, with Nipponese radio communications firmly installed, the Comrade's
Rousing Revolutionaries-for
so they liked to call themselves-would
stand little chance of defeating the aggressors.
At their makeshift camp in the jungle, the twenty-year-old Leader
drilled his troops with rigorous finesse. But learning to fight was not
enough. Comrade Bim asked them:
"And what are we to do once we have won our autonomy? Bayonets will not govern us. You must be able to grasp the socioeconomic
problems of the country and locate their positive solution on the basis of
the socialist-oriented
revolutionary world outlook."
His followers were taken aback by his wisdom.
However, during this time of building the revolution, the Future
Leader was greatly troubled. If he had truly seen the Iku Iku, then disaster
was sure to strike. Yet did that not contradict his father's vision of him
subjugating the Japs? Could that have been false? Which then?
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That evening Comrade Bim composed a short and powerful verse on
the subject:
Oh, father,
gone to ground,
could your vision
of me
subjugating the Japs
have been
false?8
But the Comrade knew he must struggle onward regardless of the
consequences. He would win liberty for his people or die, for that was his
density [sic].
The children were becoming accomplished guerillas. They knew
how to hide in the bush when Jap patrols came, and the young and wise
girlchild, Batki Luma, so brazen-faced even after witnessing the abduction
of her mother, could put a man's eye out with a sharpened rock at three
paces.
It was time.
4. Into Action!
On November 30, 1941, the Comrade Leader set out alone on the
clandestine and exceedingly dangerous mission of blowing something up.
As he walked through the jungle, clouds of thought muddied [sic] his head.
Would he defeat the imperialists as prophesied by his father, or would he
fail and die, as happens to those unfortunate enough to spy the Iku Iku bird?
But on the long walk other notions, new ideas, also came into the
Commander's head, about which he composed the following verses.
[What follows is a 411 line poem touching upon a plenitude of
subjects, but mostly focusing on Leninist methods of property distribution
and how sensitive one of Bim 's molars had become to hot and cold drinks.
World Scope has chosen to omit this as not entirely requisite to an
understanding of the text.]
8 The form of this poem, as has been pointed out by W. E. Metford Rice in his recent
Anthology of Leftist Verse (London: Rand Blane, 1987), is suspiciously reminiscent of
William Carlos Williams. Rice posits that most of Bim's verse published in the biography
was written much later than 194Q-perhaps as late as 1970-and
represents "an
underhanded attempt to foster himself as the forefather of post -rnodernism in Oceania" (p.
91).
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The jungle was dark but Comrade Bim knew his way. Yet, again he
felt as if he were not alone. Who could know where he was going? Wasn't
his mission the most clandestine on the island? Or could it be the Iku Iku?
Something moved behind the hibiscus. The swift-muscled Comrade
reached out and caught tender flesh. He cried:
"Batki Luma! Why do you follow me?"
"Do not punish me, Fatherly Leader. I only wish to aid you. It is a
dangerous task and I fear for your safety. Also, I am well-skilled in the art
of throwing sharpened rocks at people's faces."
"True, Batki Luma. You are more adept at the art of war than
any of my Revolutionary Rousers, as they sometimes call themselves.
What is more .•. "
And here the great Comrade put his hand on the girl's head with the
affection of a father who has not in a long time allowed his beloved
daughter to fight the Japs:
"What is more you have a model revolutionary non-imperialist
spirit. Not to mention strikingly beautiful eyes."
Such high praise the Future General-for now certainly he deserved
the title-had never leveled upon any of his soldiers.

5. The Battle ofHulakula Cove
Near midnight the two reached Hulakula Cove. From the safety of
the indigenous flora, they reconnoitered the Japanese soldiers. It was true.
There were only three: one standing near the front door, and two on the
roof behind a spotlight and a machine gun. As luck would have it, these
latter two were quaffmg great amounts of saki and paying little heed to the
responsibilities of their post.
Comrade Bim whispered to Batki:
"I must get to the building to plant the explosives. If this guard
sees me, knock out his eye with your sharpest stone."
The Great Leader facilely avoided the spotlight, whose beam
focused unmovingly on a single section of the jungle. Apparently two
drunken Japanese did not think it important to keep watch closely!
The great Comrade reached the side of the building undetected.
From his shark-skin pouch, he drew the plastic explosives and planted
them. But as he turned to retreat he was greeted by the barbaric eyes of the
guard who had been at the door. This guard pointed a rifle weakly at
Comrade Lim Bim with one hand, and with the other gently pressed his
forehead. He had a fierce lesion just above the eyebrow, and his stance was
unsteady.
"What are you doing here, Navaluan?"
Though the language was distasteful to him and pained his molar,
the Young Leader answered in Japanese.
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"I am admiring this building."
The Jap brigand seemed confused by the great Comrade's clever
ploy, for his head jibbed [sic] forward, and the hand that had pressed the
eyebrow now rubbed the back of his skull.
As Comrade Bim stepped back to further examine the building's
structure, he noticed a stone bound from the soldier's head and skip against
the wall. The criminal fell face forward in the sand, but not before he had
called out, loud enough for his fellow conspirators to hear, "My head!"
Batki rushed forth from the rim of the jungle, and Comrade Biro
lunged potently for the rifle, but it was too late-the drunken guards had
descended from the roof and were aiming their weapons at the heroic pair.
The Fatherly Leader had to make a decision. Should he make a grab
for the gun on the sand and chance that the two wavering riflemen would
miss their mark? Or should he surrender, allowing the fmal construction of
the radio station and the increment ofunopposable Japanese power?
He was about to snatch the rifle from the prostrate guard when, over
the intoxicated aggressors' shoulders, he saw the most wonderful vision of
his life. The outlaw soldiers must have read the astoundment in Comrade
Biro's eyes, for they turned around at once.
There, on the sand, no less than a karos distant, washed in
moonlight, stood a woman in a grass skirt, shirtless. It was difficult to
decide whether to look at the woman's captivating dark eyes or to focus on
the fleshy orb of her naked right breast, radiant in the moonlight. Her left
bust [sic] was curtained by a sheet of velvety black hair. The mysterious
woman engaged the Japanese aggressors with her eyes and with a graceful
flick of her wrist unveiled the second breast. This proved too much for the
drunken and lecherous Japanese, and they slipped to their knees, and fmally
dropped to the sand.
Batki let fall the none-too-sharp stones she still carried and flung
herself on the woman.
"Mother! Mother!" she cried.
"Oh, Batki! You are safe!"
"Mother, I thought the hateful enemy had spirited you away for
unnamable purposes."
"That was their plan, little darling, but I escaped into the jungle and
later returned to look for you, only to find you had fled the village yourself.
And I have seen this Young Man in the jungle, but feared he might be allied
with the terror-wreaking Japanese."

9 According to ancient custom, a unit of measure denoting the distance before a man's hut
wherein the sand was unequivocally his own, to do with as he pleased. Shortly after Navaluan independence, however, Bim declared the possession of private property illegal and
officially changed the word to designate the length of his own body, some 73 and 1/4
inches (see Ch. 46, pp. 821-834).
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"So it was you whom I saw on my way to Akani Village, you
whom I thought was the Iku Iku,"
"Mother, this is the great Fatherly Leader, the honorable Comrade
B·un. "
"I have heard this name circulate among those who detest the
Japanese brigands. They speak highly of Comrade Bim." Luba Luma smiled
at the General. "We must speak of the revolution, Comrade."
"Gladly. But first please allow me to blow up this would-be
outpost of imperialism."
With that done, Luba, her daughter, and the Many-Epitheted
Leader-for soon the general populace would agree to call him-walked
back through the jungle discussing the day's events, and destined future
struggles. The Great Comrade Bim had never felt so optimistic, for his
father's prophecy would come true. He would subjugate the aggressors.
As they spoke, Comrade Bim looked deep into the eyes of this
remarkably enterprising and revolutionary woman. The Japanese had
underestimated the pugnacity of Navaluan women, but the Great Leader
never would. In his pocket he fondled a piece of string.
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Samuel Maio

Love Song
We have lingered in the chambers of the sea
By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown
Till human voices wake us ...
"Prufrock"
The new pier is concrete, the streets are paved.
The surfers wear short hair-nothing's
been saved
Since you were last here, an epoch ago.
Everyone's faster and thinner than you,
The glassy bodies, ageless, browned and bleached.
Most stands have changed, but the food still tastes of brine.
And the shore is constant, the day plays on without time.
The games remain, world-class and record-breaking:
A sleek-muscled young man digs and dives and spikes.
The crowd shrieks and shouts his name: "Troy! Troy!"
So once you thought you governed this beach ...
Now, twice the age of girls catching you stare.
Surprised to find the sudden urge still there,
You glance away and study partial shells ....
And imagine you'd still be received well.
You'd leave your life for the Filipina on skates,
Whose long black hair shines like copper in the sun.
It falls on her back to a perfect "v,"
Pointing to the cleft showing above her bikini.
She circles and smiles past you, smelling of lemons.
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Down coast a Latina-or southern EuropeanKnows you're looking and shifts her hips in the sand.
She slowly smoothes lotion on her almond thighs,
Frowning in a glamorous pose she's gleaned
From the petfumed pages of her magazine.
You'll speak with that blonde, just now parting her legs
To better paint her toenails pink.
She unties her shoulder strings to tanWhat will you say? Your hair matches her zebraskin mat?
You hadn't seen her tall boyfriend playing catch.
Is your stroll over? Is it getting dark?
You've had this afternoon to your old self.
Late boats sail toward port, a family lights a fire and sings.
Your wife is waiting to nurse the baby.
They, too, mock your time and lead back home.
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The Jack London Nuthouse
to Robert Lowell, a postcard from California
A stranger looks across the bay at spires
Of leaden buildings rising through the fog.
He has stood dreaming here before, allured
By this view's promise of culture and grace
In the city on the peninsula.
If he could forget his experience,
He would envision once more-as he did
The first time driving over the long bridgeA resplendent beauty awaiting him,
Instead of the world's open nuthouse:
A bedraggled prophet grasps the Bible
And shouts the truth to turning trolley cars;
A beaten poet spanks his hands for rhythm,
Recites a poem and asks for money.
Even insanity is prosaic.
Two bald women dressed in combat fatigues
Hold a sign: "Every Man Believes He Is-!"
A tourist, wondering what this means, asks
For their flier. The larger woman tongues
Her friend's ear: "Don't give him one-he's
a man."
A toothless man crashes his shopping cart:
"I am Jack London bridge falling down!"
Ionic facades break from the buildings,
Glass dances on the undulating earth,
A fire ignites along the sewage drains.
Concrete sidewalks and streets crack into smiles
And form a tributary relief map.
The trains' alarms panic; the gates are blocked.
The sane and insane are locked together,
Each running to find a private escape ....
But the quake is distant now, the city normal.
The stranger wishes for another bay to cross,
Perhaps an eastern vista to survive.
It seems a little nudge would land him there,
That only memory could bring him back.
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Reflections from a Pastel-Covered Box
Containing her life's most precious pictures,
All taken since their divorce some years ago.
How often she removed it from the shelf
Of the bedroom closet and reminisced
During the final months of her dying,
Or whether she wished it found afterward,
Or how it came to remain the possession
Of a stranger, he didn't care to know.
He thought of her delicate hands wrapping
The box with a decorous precisionHer deliberate measuring of his worth
He saw reflected in everything she left.
She would have let the lid fall gently closed.
Now it's opened before him, in the hands
Of his host for the evening, an old man
Filled with embittered memories of womenWho explained anyway the strange collection
Of dead people's private renmants, acquired
From dealers in the macabre on both coasts.
"Unknown to me, every one of these dead,"
Said his host. "Not even as acquaintances.
I show their things for my guests' amusement."
The enchanting box was the first brought out.
"Let's guess, shall we, who was behind the camera."
"A husband," someone shouted! "Maybe notShe's too happy," said a drunken other.
"A lover, then-look
at this one in black lace!"
Asked by his host to offer the last guess,
He declined, turning instead to items
Other dead had left, hoping to find there
Something more personal to the living.
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John Ronan
Tears and Flapdoodle
(for Jonathan Webster)
Jowls sag like saddlebags
and the scalp's been taken,
Neck like wattle, wishbone hung from the nose.
Whiskey works the burn.
And this in a kind lightthe tavern's dark as a bam.
Bourbons churn.
Memories churn.
Fourteen and free, the siren
Mississippi-jesusfeeling, nothing to lose,
jumps ahead of law
and order, niche and kids,
kisses like Lilliput
casting silk threads.
Galahad in the glass
says, go, it's over. Here,
you're getting older.
Painful molting, growing
old, again and again
someone you've never been,
the pace of age already
drifting place to place.
Bellied up to fifty, you
reason with dreams, stop
thinking you're fictionin back of the forehead,
imagine your forehead
lying somewhere in a few
years, even less behind it.
Tragedy's their sweet addiction,
tragedy's the raft, a man
in the mirror tapping at the glass.
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Saying "Ahhh"
Pert peninsula, frank feather.
A salmon lashing impossibly back,
the sea pungent as pennies.
A jack-in-the-box, postured
as at the doctor's-same
slur.
An otherwise proficient pistil:
Booer of bad guys, busy busboy!
Bitten-and biting back, a rattler.
Sometimes tied. Tipped with terms.
Loose, lascivious, licking
lollipops, rims of margaritas.
Summing touch. And topic-click
and fricative, liquids, labials ...

Experiment in Verse
I wondered what the number would be
Of lines I could rhyme consecutively,
So I asked for a guess from my lovely
Wife, whose wisdom I consult frequently.
"Not more than four," she said.
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Platt, Kamala. "Environmental Justice and Women's Work: the UFW, Chipko
Movement, and Seringueiros." 20.2: 49-62.
"The Poet's Curse" (F). Andy Roberts. 16.3: 29-37.
"The 'POLITICAL' Character of the Charges against Nixon." John Adams
Wettergreen. 18.3: 72-89.
"Portrait ofa Woman as a Woman in a Degas Pastel" (P). Dionisio D. Martinez.
18.2: 22.
Prestel, Claudia T. "Zionist Rhetoric and Women's Equality (1897-1933): Myth
and Reality." 20.3: 4-28.
"A Psycholanalytic Reading." Deborah Schneer. 16.1: 107-16.
"Quetzalcoatl Song" (P). Michael McClure. 19.3: 90-1.
"The Rail" (P). Virginia de Araujo. 16.3: 6.
Railsback, Brian. "Selectivity, Sympathy, and Charles Darwin." 16.1: 98-106.
"Rain Dance" (P). Walter McDonald. 17.2: 100.
"Rainoo Repeats Her English in Bombay" (P). James Sutherland-Smith. 16.3: 108.
Ramirez, Alvaro. "Librao" (F). 20.2: 84-90.
"Reading Frank O'Hara in a Mexican Rainstorm" (P). Michael McClure. 19.3: 92.
"Reasons to Kill" (F). Fred W. Manzo. 17.2: 91-5.
"Recuperation" (P). Raeburn Miller. 17.1: 120.
"The Red Badge of Courage As an Exercise in Hegelian Dialect." Paul H. Lorenz.
17.3: 32-40.
"A Red Oak Dying in Our Yard" (P). Walter McDonald. 17.2: 103.
"Red Rider, Red Rider" (P). Norah Christianson. 18.1: 103.
"Reflections from a Pastel-Covered Box" (P). Sam Maio. 20-3: 90.
"Reflections on Feminist Criticism." Gabrielle Dane. 16.3: 46-55.
Reiter, Lora K. "Medea Redux," "Indian Burial" (P). 16.2: 101-3.
"Remembering Speechlessly ... a Warrior's Journey" (P). Jose A. Carrasco. 20.2:
4-9.
"Revolutionary Letter: June 12, 1982" (P). Diane di Prima. 19.3: 82-3.
"The Ripening" (P). Elizabeth Hahn. 18.2: 14.
Rivera, Ray. See Grewell, Greg and Ray Rivera.
"The Road to Canterbury, Charles" (F). FA Hart. 20.3: 71-7.
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"Robert Owen and Spiritualism" Richard A Voeltz 162 44-51
Roberts, Andy. "The Poet's Curse" (F) 163 29-37
Robinson, Marian S "General Uttermosts Confusion" 17 3 59-65
Rodriguez,
John Gilberta. Photographs 191 199-200, "In Memory of Cesar
HUELGA" 20.2: 100-2.
Rodriguez, Rosa Maria and Arturo Villarreal "The UFW Strategies" 202 63-70
Rodriguez,
Santos D. "'Other.'" 19.1: 122-3.
"Romantic Desire." Mervyn Nicholson. 16.3 65-79
"Romantic Secrets." Mervyn Nicholson. 17.3: 41-58
Ronan, John. "Tears and Flapdoodle,' "Saying 'Ahhh,"' "Experiment in Verse"
(P). 20.3: 91-2.
Rosenblatt,
Judy. "Drawings" (G). 17.2: 52-3.
"Ruby Talks" (P). Karen Nelson. 16.3: 106.
"Sacred Geometry: from LOBA," (P). Diane di Prima. 19.3: 67-75.
Sahl, Ted. "United Farm Workers' Twentieth Anniversary." 20.2: 45-8.
"Salinas Valley Seasons." Rose del Castillo Guilbault. 19.1: 60-1.
"San Jose Area Diary, 1954 (Excerpts)." Allen Ginsberg. 19.3: 6-22.
Sanazaro,
Leonard.
"Warren and Sylvia Plath, 1955," "Authority,"
"The
Fisherman, My Brother" (P). 18.2: 31-4.
"Sangre de Cristo, July 4" (P). Rawdon Tomlinson. 18.2: 37-8.
Satterfield, Ben. "Tobias Smollet and Roderick Random." 16.3: 80-85.
"Saying 'Ahhh'" (P). John Ronan. 20.3: 92.
Schaffer, Diane M. "Parable of the Two Frogs." 19.1: 124·41.
Schneer, Deborah. "A Psycholanalytic Reading." 16.1: 107-16.
Schneiderman, Leo. "Steinbeck: The Search for Identity." 18.2: 74-82.
Schulter, Susan. "Offending Phrases." 18.2: 83-96.
Schumacher,
Michael. "Letter of Encouragement
from One Weary-Eyed
Researcher to Another." 19.3: 102-106.
"Second Child" (P). William Jolliff. 19.2: 90.
"Selectivity, Sympathy, and Charles Darwin." Brian Railsback. 16.1: 98-106.
"Self-Pity Neurosis." Eric P. Levy. 20.1: 18-30.
"Self-Portrait,"
"The Other for Pat," "The Collage" (P). Leonard J. Cirino. 18.1:
106.
"Sheila Martin's Last Egg" (F). Alice K. Boatwright. 19.2: 98-104.
"September, Late" (P). Neil Meyers. 18.1: 116.
"Seven A.M." (P). Dionisio D. Martinez. 18.2: 23.
Shillinglaw,
Susan. "Editorial" (Grapes of Wrath special number). 16.1: 5;
"Introduction"
(Steinbeck special section). 18.1: 4-5.
Siegel, Joan 1. "Grand Hotel," "After the Funeral," "To My Father" (P). 19.2: 86-

8.
Simmonds, Roy S. "The Original Manuscript." 16.1: 117-32; '''And still the box is
not full': East of Eden." 18.3: 56-71.
Signorelli-Pappas,
Rita. "Fasting Woman," "Umbrellas in the Rain," "Sylvia, My
Shark," "Aspasia" (P). 18.1: 121-4.
"The Sixth Sense" (P). Virginia de Araujo. 16.3: 17.
"Small Boy in Heaven" (P). Paul Petrie. 18.2: 29.
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Work Education and the Chicano Experience." Ernesto Galarza. 19.1: 919.
"Some Pigs Died Here 100 Years Ago" (P). Deborah Ford. 16.2: 100.
"Some Sheep, Some Wool" (F). Laurie Kaplan. 16.2: 77-85.
Spaeth, Robert L. "Yesterday and Today: Galileo in Italy." 18.2: 97-105.
"The Spanish Cavalier" (F). Paul Aspen. 18.3: 101-4.
"Spanish Words in Anglo-American
Literature: A Chicano Perspective."
Jose
Antonio Burciaga. 19.1: 20-33.
Spencer, James. "Tracking Charlie" (F). 20.1: 74-91.
"Squall" (P). Christopher Dungey. 16.3: 101.
"Steinbeck and the Federal Migrant Camps." Anne Loftis. 16.1: 76-90.
"Steinbeck, Guthrie, and Popular Culture." Elaine S. Apthorp.16.1: 19-39.
"Steinbeck: The Search for Identity." Leo Schneiderman. 18.2: 74-82.
"The Stepsister Recalls" (P). Jeanne Elliot. 18.2: 12.
"Stereotypes about Mexican Americans." E. Lou Carranza. 19.1: 34-43.
"The Street People" (P). William 1. Vernon. 16.2: 105.
Sutherland-Smith,
James. "In the Tropical Fern House at Kew," "Rainoo Repeats
Her English in Bombay," "Nightfishing" (P). 16.3: 107-9; "A Train Journey
to Bratislava (Lucky or Happy)." 17.3: 66-77.
"Sweet Moments" (F). Molly Giles. 16.2: 63-71.
"Swing and a Myth: Shoeless Joe Jackson in Fiction." D. Mesher. 18.3: 44-55.
"Sylvia, My Shark" (P). Rita Signorelli-Pappas. 18.1: 123.
Symposium. "Talking Continuously: The Beats and Other Generations." 19.3: 2958.
"Talking

Continuously:
58.

The Beats and Other Generations."

Symposium.

19.3: 29-

"El Teatro Campesino." Robert F. Jenkins. 19.1: 73-88.
"Tears and Flapdoodle" (P). John Ronan. 20.3: 91.
"That Was Living." Kathleen Ann Gonzalez. 19.1: 46-52.
"They Are Still Trying to Kill You, Cesar." Randall C. Jimenez. 20.2: 103-5.
"Thomas Hart Benton's Illustrations for The Grapes of Wrath." Henry Adams.
16.1:6-18.
"Time for a Showing" (F). Lewis Horne. 16.3: 19-28.
"The Time I Saved Gene Autry" (F). Tom Deiker. 17.3: 78-83.
Timmerman, John H. "Comic Vision in The Grapes of Wrath." 16.1: 133-41.
"Timor Mortis" (P). Virginia de Araujo. 16.3: 6.
"To Chasten the Optimist" (P). Paul Petrie. 18.2: 27.
"To My Father" (P). Joan I. Siegel. 19.2: 88.
"To Sit with Shakespeare." David Gonzales. 19.1: 44-5.
"Tobias Smollet and Roderick Random." Ben Satterfield. 16.3: 80-85.
Tomlinson, Rawdon. "Amend," "Sangre de Cristo, July 4" (P). 18.2: 35-8.
Tookey, Mary. See Herman, Marc and Mary Tookey.
Torres, Benjamin. "Lift Me up to Embrace the Sun," "Mi's Pinches Juaraches" (P).
19.1: 178-9.
"Tracking Charlie" (F). James Spencer. 20.1: 74-91.
"A Train Journey to Bratislava (Lucky or Happy)." James Sutherland-Smith.
17.3:
66-77.
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"Trio" (P). Virginia de Araujo. 16.3: 10.
Troy, Mary Delphine. "Bird of Paradise" (F). 16.3: 38-45
"Two People" (P). Karen Nelson. 16.3: 104.
"Two Sketches." Bob Freimark. 20.2: 95-9.
"The UFW Strategies." Rosa Maria Rodriguez and Arturo Villarreal. 20.2: 63-70.
"Umbrellas in the Rain" (P). Rita Signorelli-Pappas. 18.1: 122.
"Unbearable Parmenides: The Metaphysics of Milan Kundera." John C. Hampsey.
16.3: 56-64.
"Uneven Things" (P). William J. Vernon. 16.2: 106.
"United Farm Workers' Twentieth Anniversary." Ted SaW.20.2: 45-8.
"Unmaking" (P). Taylor Graham. 19.2: 96.
"The 'Unreliable' Narrator in The House on Mango Street." Michelle Gibson.
19.2: 40-4.
"Unwed Mother" (P). William J. Vernon. 16.2: 107.
U'Ren, Bill. See Phelan, Kevin and Bill U'Ren,
"Ursula K. Le Guin at SJSU: 'The Future Is a Metaphor.'" Lowell H. Holway.
20.1: 54-71.
"Venice 13" (F). Janis Bultman. 20.3: 55-8.
"Vernal Equinox" (P). Virginia de Araujo. 16.3: 14.
Vernon, William J. "Keeping Time in the Same Place," "The Street People,"
"Uneven Things," "Unwed Mother" (P). 16.2: 104-7.
Villarreal, Arturo. "Black Berets for Justice." 19.1: 142-59; see Rodriguez, Rosa
Maria and Arturo Villareal.
Villegas, Lucia. Art. 19.1: 196-8.
"Visits with a Cambodian Refugee Family." Usha Welaratna. 16.3: 86-96.
Voeltz, Richard A. "Robert Owen and Spiritualism." 16.2: 44-51.
Volpat, Carole. "A Good-Looking Woman" (F). 18.1: 91-101.
"Waiving Good-Bye" (P). Elizabeth Hahn. 18.2: 15.
Wallace, Nathaniel. "Expatriate Malaise in China." 16.2: 52-62.
"Warren and Sylvia Plath, 1955" (P). Leonard Sanazaro. 18.2: 31.
"The WASP Admires His New Volvo" (P). Mark DeFoe. 18.2: 10.
Waters, Louis A. "Myths of Nature and the Nature of Myths." 19.2: 46-60.
"We Remember Cesar Chavez: A Catalyst for Change." Josephine MendezNegrete. 20.2: 71-83.
Welaratna, Usha. "Visits with a Cambodian Refugee Family." 16.3: 86-96.
Werlock, Abby H. P. "Poor Whites; Joads and Snopeses." 18.1: 61-72.
Westerfield, Nancy G. "What the Camera Recalls," "The Department Head," "Bus
Stop by Graves," "Living Upstairs" (P). 19.2: 82-4.
Wettergreen, John Adams. "The 'POLITICAL' Character of the Charges against
Nixon." 18.3: 72-89.
Wexelblatt, Robert. "Fear in the Heroic Age," "Dinner Party," "At the Club,"
"Licensed," "Elegiac Sonnet" (P). 17.3: 100-6; "Ceci n'est pas un essai."
18.3: 90-3; "How Serious Was Sidney Fein?" 18.3: 94-100.
"What Do Frogs Say?" (F). Diane di Prima. 19.3: 76-7.
"What the Camera Recalls" (P). Nancy G. Westerfield. 19.2: 82.
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"When We Are Winter" (P). John Grey. 17.3: 98.
"Where the river road crosses the tracks" (P). Brian Burke. 17.1: 118.
"Where Was Everywhere?" (P). Helene Pilibosian. 17.2: 104-5.
Wick, Janis G. "Brick Red" (F). 17.3: 84-94.
"Windmills near Escondido Canyon" (P). Walter McDonald. 17.2: 102.
"Winter's Real" (P). Virginia de Araujo. 16.3: 11.
"Winterboume"
(P). Brian Burke. 17.1: 117.
Witt, Harold. "Advice," "Gigantea" (P). 17.3: 107-8.
"The woman God" (P). Virginia de Araujo. 16.3: 5.
"The Words of Cesar Chavez, Teacher of Truth." John C. Hammerback.
14.

20.2: 10-

"Yesterday and Today: Galileo in Italy." Robert L. Spaeth. 18.2: 97-105.
"Young Bim" (F). Kevin McCaughey. 20.3: 78-86.
"Zionist Rhetoric and Women's
T. Prestel. 20.3: 4-28.
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Equality (1897-1933):

Myth and Reality." Claudia

San Jose Studies, a journal sponsored by San Jose State University since
1975, is published three times each year-winter, spring, and fall. The contents
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